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MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: May 30, 2001
http ://www .cwu .edu/-fsenate
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Joshua S. Nelson
Nancy Bradshaw

Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Delgado, Eubanks, Hubbard.
Timothy Dittmer, Ken Gamon, Mark Lundgren, Libby Street, Carolyn Wells .

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 01-38(Passed) The agenda was approved as amended :
"Amend Exhibit A: Add Daniel Herman, History, to General Education Committee, replace Loretta Gray, English with Ken
Gamon , mathematics, on the Council of Faculty Representatives."
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the May 16, 2001, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as amended: "M ichael
Ogden was present as an alternate for Communication Department."
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
No communications.

REPORTS:
A.
ACTION iTEMS:
Chair
Motion No. 01-39 (Passed): Chair Nelson made a motion that after discussion and amendment was approved:
"Ratification of 2001-02 Faculty Senate standing committee members attached as Exhibit A."
Motion No. 01-40 (Passed): Chair Nelson made a motion that was approved: "Ratification of the 2001-02
Faculty Grievance Committee attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-41 (Passed): Chair Nelson made a motion that after debate and amendment was approved : "In
accordance with the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 8.40.8 ., all legislatively appropriated salary
increases shall be apportioned in the following sequence:
1%
1. Merit level I
2. Merit Levell I
1% or if funding is available 2%
3. All remaining funds across the board scale adjustment."
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee
Motion No. 01-42 (Passed): Senator Donahoe, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee,
made a motion that after debate was approved: "That the Academic Appeals Pol icy be added to the Central
Washington University Policies Manual with minor revisions attached as Exhibit C."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 01-43 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, proposed a
motion that after discussion was approved: ''The addition of a MS Law and Justice degree attached as Exhibit D."
Motion No. 01-44 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, proposed a
motion that after discussion was approved: "Revisions to the Central Washington University Policies Manual,
section 5-10, Curriculum Policies and Procedures attached as Exhibit E."
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1. CHAIR: Chair Nelson recognized out-going Senators by thanking them for their contributions as Faculty Senators.
Individuals receiving certificates and recognition were Linda Beath, Curriculum and Supervision, Don Cocheba,
Economics, Luetta Monson, Curriculum and Supervision, Mark Pollishook, Music, Connie Roberts , Administrative
Management and Business Education , Scott Roberts, Physical Education, and Andrew Spencer, Music.
Chair Nelson informed Senators that the data analysis was flawed for the Fall 2000 and Winter 2001 SEOis .
The most serious problem to surface was the miscalculation of mean scores on some SEOI reports. Steve
Schmitz, Assistant to the Provost for Academic Support Services, and Mark Lundgren, Director of Institutional
Research, investigated the problem for the provost. Mr. Lundgren explained that the errors originated with the
creation of a new database designed to better track and archive SEOis. Unfortunately, the new database
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stored blank responses as zeros, which were then averaged along with valid responses. Also, on some
reports averages were calculated using the overall total number of students responding, not the total
responding to a particular question. In most cases, it appears that when means were incorrect, it was only by
a small margin and the errors were with in the normal range of variation for a faculty member (hence the errors
were not immediately detected). But in a few cases these errors were compounded when forms entirely blank
were inadvertently scanned, producing large errors. Initial analyses suggest that SEOis for about a third of the
courses had blanks that were averaged in as zeros. However, the provost believes no personnel decisions
were made based on erroneous information since long-term trends in SEOis are examined when evaluating
personnel.
When these problems are corrected, the Testing Center will reproduce and republish all defective SEOI reports
and place a date stamp on the new reports. Any further questions should be directed to Steve Schmitz, who
oversees the Testing Center, or Mark Lundgren . Chair Nelson asked Senators to inform faculty in their
departments of this issue.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Some Senators questioned the appropriateness of staffing the testing center primarily with students . Except
for proctoring of standardized tests, which is governed by contracts with testing firms, work in the Testing
Center is generally done by students. This includes SEOI database management and scanning.
CHAIR ELECT: No report.
PRESIDENT: 1. President Mcintyre Invited Senators and their alternates to join her for lunch tomorrow, May 31 at
12:00 p.m. in Holmes West Dining Hall. 2. Charlotte Tullos has been named vice president for student affairs and
enrollment management. Dr. Tullos will officially begin July 1, 2001. President Mcintyre thanked the search
committee, chaired by Professor Terry Martin, for their work. 3. President Mcintyre thanked David Dauwalder,
provost/senior vice president for academic affairs and James Pappas, interim vice president for student affairs and
enrollment management, for their long-standing service to the university. She reported that both individuals will be
going back to faculty status.
STUDENT REPORT: No report.
SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Schaffer proposed an informal motion that was approved: "To thank Chair Nelson
for his service to the Faculty Senate this year."
FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: End of year report attached as Exhibit F.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
CODE COMMITTEE: No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: No report.
GENERAL EDUCATION: No report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: End of the year report attached as Exhibit G.

OLD BUSINESS: No old business.
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
CHAIR NELSON'S COMMENTS:
Motion No. 01-45 (Passed): Senator Alsoszatai-Petheo presented a motion that was approved: "That Chair Nelson's
comments be entered, in their totality, into the record ." (Comments attached as Exhibit H.)
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:15p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 3, 2001***
BARGE 412
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Exhibit A

Ratification of Faculty Senate Standing Committee Members
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Robert Lupton
3 years
Phil Diaz
3 years
3 years
Robert Holtfreter

Administrative Management
Psychology
Accounting

Faculty Senate Budget Committee
Mark DeForrest
3 years

Law and Justice

Faculty Senate Code Committee
Linda Marra
Ethan Bergman
Patsy Callaghan

Music
Family & Consumer Sciences
English (~ce Jim 12ubaAA6)

3 years
3 years
1 year

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
3 years
Shari Stoddard
James Huckabay
3 years

Art
Geography and Land Studies

Facuty Senate General Education Committee
Bobby Cummings
3 years
3 years
Joan Amby
3 years
Karl Lillquist
2 years
Mike Ruble
3 years
Daniel Herman

English
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography and Land Studies
Accounting (Replace SIWel:s)
History

Faculty Senate Personnel Committee
Rob Perkins
3 years
Vacant

Administrative Management
Replace Linda Beath

Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee
Boris Kovalerchuck
3 years

Computer Science

Faculty Senate Research and Development Committee
Mary Wise
3 years
Library
3 years
Geological Sciences
Jeffrey Lee
Council of Faculty Representatives
Ken Gamon
1 year
Michael Braunstein
1 year

Mathematics
Physics
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Exhibit B
Ratification of Faculty Grievance Committee Members
Appoint
Appoint
Appoint
Appoint
Appoint
Appoint

Robert Jacobs for another term as a regular member.
Cathy Bertleson to replace Susan Madley as a regular member.
Kelton Knight for one term as an alternate member.
Robert Weiking for one term as an alternate member.
John Pickett for one term as an alternate member.
Gary Heesacker for one-year as an alternate member.

Term
10/15/04
10/15/03
10/15/03

Regular Member
Robert Jacobs, Political Science
Cathy Bertleson, AMBE
Gerald Gunn, Business Administration

Term
10/15/02
10/15/03
10/15/04
10/15/04
10/15/04
10/15/02

Alternate Members
Susan Lonborg, Psychology
Jack Dugan, Sociology
Kelton Knight, Foreign Languages
Robert Weiking, lET
John Pickett, Music
Gary Heesacker, Accounting

Exhibit C
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully recommends that the Academic Appeals Policy be added
to section 5-9.4.31.3 of the CWU Policies Manual. The Academic Appeals Policy currently guides the work of the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing. It was last revised in 1982. The policy is effective as described by Keith
Champagne, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs and the student representatives on the Faculty Senate Academic
Affairs Committee. There is a need to incorporate this policy into the Central Washington University Policies Manual and
placed on the Web so that it is accessible to the entire university.
Additionally, the committee made minor revisions to the policy to make it consistent, such as changing the name of the
committee that was changed several years and omitting "schools" since all academic dean's offices are referred to as
colleges.
Section 8-2.0 of the CWU Policies Manual.
8-2.0 COMMITTEES
8-2.1 Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing
The board serves as a final appeals board for students who have been suspended from the university for academic difficulties.
Further, the board provides for the airing and redress of academic grievances, with due procedural guarantees, for any
student against any other student or member of the faculty, staff, or administration, or any faculty member against any student.
Written procedure on addressing academic deficiency or on filing a grievance before the .Beoard of 6academic 6appeals and
Academic Standing may be obtain from office of student affairs.
Rationale: Update committee name change in section 8-2.0 of the CWU Policies Manual.

Minor Revisions to the Academic Appeals Policy as follows:
1.

Add the Academic Appeals Policy to the CWU Policies Manual as section 5-9.4.31.3.
Rationale: There is a need to incorporate this policy into the CWU Policies manual and placed on the Web so that it is
accessible to the entire university.

2.

Change Board of Academic Appeals to Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing where appropriate in the
policy.
Rationale: The committee's name was changed after the document's 1982 revisions .
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Delete "school" when referred to "school or college" where appropriate in the policy.
Rationale: There are no longer any "schools" at CWU.

Revision to procedural guidelines:
ACADEMIC APPEALS

Academic grievances are defined as the following:
A claim by the student that an assigned grade is the result of arbitrary or aoo capricious application of otherwise valid
standards of academic evaluation; or

1.

Rationale: In every other place in th e CWU Policy Manual and in the Academic Procedures , the word "or" was used except in
this one case. In discussing the meaning of such a difference, the committee felt that or was appropriate because either
arbitrary or capricious applications of standards should be appealed. Also there should be consistency in the whole
document. Therefore, we are requesting the word "or" rather than "and. "
Revision to procedural guidelines:

A student wishing to pursue an academic grievance must take the following steps to try to resolve the grievance prior to the
filing of an official academic appeal:
1.

The student shall first attempt to resolve the matter with the instructor.

2.

If resolution is not achieved between the student and instructor, the student shall ask the department chair to resolve
the grievance.

3.

If resolution is not achieved at the department chair level , the chair shall forward a written summary to the dean of the
school or college in a further effort to achieve resolution.

4.

If resolution is not achieved at the Dean's level this point, the student may petition for a hearing before the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing. (An appointment should be made to meet with the Associate or Assistant
V .P. for Student Affairs to obtain the necessary forms and information relative to filing the position.)

Rationale: In number 3 above, the dean is the next level listed. In discussing the meaning of number 3, the committee felt it
clearer to specify the level (dean).
RULES GOVERNING THE BOARD OF ACADEMIC APPEALS AND ACADEMIC STANDING FOR CENTRAL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Section I

VII.

Board Proceedin gs
A. The hearing is closed to all but the members of the hearing panel and the participants and their advisors in the
hearing.

Rationale: In every other place in the Academic Procedures, especially section 5-9.4.21.2.13 Advisors for the Parties, ". .
advisors have a responsibility to complete documents, to respond, and to make recommendations." In order to perform their
duties, we felt the advisor needed to be present. In hearing discussion from students, a former department chair, a Dean , and
several faculty , we learned of situations in which a student may want another person present. In discussing the board
proceedings, the committee felt that was consistent with the duties to add the possibility of advisors attending the proceedings.

XI . Membership of the Board of Academic Appeals (and Academic Standing)
A.

The board shall be made up otteR~ members, fWe seven of whom shall be faculty and fWe eight of whom shall
be students.

B. Faculty members of the board will be chosen by the Faculty Senate from among faculty who are not members of the
university administration . The definition of "faculty member" will be that which is used in the faculty code.
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C. Student members of the board will be chosen by ll'le Joint Committee on Committees-from students who are not
members of the Associated Students of Central Washington University {ASCWU) Board of Directors. The definition of
"student" will be that used in determining membership in the associated Students of CWU as indicated by the
constitution.
D. The term of office for faculty members will be three years with staggered terms. Faculty members may be appointed
to serve a three year term again after a one year period of nonmembership. Students may serve up to three years at
the discretion of the ASCWU Board of Directors JGl~t-Gommitte&on-Committeos .
Rationale: In every other place in the CWU Policy Manual, the member configuration of committees should be made
consistent in the whole document, especially as outlined in Section 2-1.6 in which the committee configuration of the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing is as changed above, fifteen members of which seven are faculty and eight are
students.

In every other place in the CWU Policy Manual, the name changes of committees should be made consistent in the whole
document. Central no longer has "committee on committees." It has been replaced by the ASCWU Board of Directors.
Complaint Form:

Add a line for E-mail addresses of eyewitnesses.
Rationale: E-mail addresses are as important as phone numbers for reaching witnesses. Identify those persons
(eyewitnesses) who may have personal knowledge of the circumstances which form the basis for your complaint, listing them
by name address , phone number, and relationship with CWU, if any, and E-mail. Indicate the general nature of their
knowledge.

Exhibit D
New Program: MS Law & Justice
New Program Background and Rationale:

Two options are being proposed for our students. Option A (45 credits) entails a major research project and final research
paper (Project Study). This option is aimed primarily at those already in law and justice careers who want to do hands on
research, possibly with their own agency data. Option B (60 credits), does not entail a major research project; however, it
does entail 4-10 credits of internship and a final portfolio. This option is aimed primarily at those not currently in law and
justice careers who want to gain valuable learning experience and prepare for a career.
1.

Program as it is proposed to be offered . Star (*) new courses. Show total credits required.
Option A (45 credits)

*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ

511
535
575
700

Required Courses
Theory and Practice
Research Methods
Legal Liability of Criminal Justice Professionals
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination
TOTAL REQUIRED CREDITS

Elective Course
Two other 500 or above level LAJ courses from the following courses
*LAJ 515
*LAJ 520
*LAJ 525
*LAJ 530
*LAJ 540
*LAJ 545
*LAJ 670
*LAJ 696
Electives approved by

Personnel Issues In Criminal Justice
Constitutional Issues In Criminal Justice
Race, Class, Gender and the Administration of Justice
History of Criminal Justice
Law and Social Control
Ethical Issues
Special Topics
Individual Study
one's graduate committee chair
Total Electives
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED

Credits
5

5
5
5
20
10

5
5
5
5
5
5
1-5
1-6
15
25
45
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Option B (60 cred its)

*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ

511
535
575
690
700

Required Courses
Theory and Practice
Research Methods
Legal Liability of Criminal Justice Professionals
Internship
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED

Electives Courses
Four other 500 or above Level LAJ courses
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ
*LAJ

515
520
525
530
540
545
670
696

Personnel Issues In Criminal Justice
Constitutional Issues In Criminal Justice
Race, Class, Gender and the Administration of Justice
History of Criminal Justice
Law and Social Control
Ethical Issues
Special Topics
Individual Study
Electives approved by one's graduate committee chair
TOTAL ELECTIVES

TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED
2.

Credits

5
5
5
4-10
1

20
20
5
5
5
5
5
5
1-5
1-6
20

40
60

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ADDITION INCLUDING ANY PROGRAM THAT MAY BE DELETED AS THE RESULT OF
THIS NEW PROGRAM.
We will not delete any programs because of this new program.
Two of the largest areas of expenditure and growth in Washington State are law and justice and health care. Our
undergraduates are in great demand . The fact that law and justice is becoming increasingly professionalized means that
more and more people in the field must obtain a Masters to advance. Our advisory board (see appendix A) includes a
number of Law and Justice employers. They are very enthusiastic about this new degree to help further their agencies
and personnel. Finally, there is rapid retirement occurring in the law and justice field by those of the boomer generation.
The senior type of positions need advanced degrees, while entry level are increasingly requiring an undergraduate law
and justice degree. To acquire work with many federal agencies it is becoming necessary to have a Masters degree (e.g .,
FBI, Secrete Service, DEA, etc.) The Washington State patrol and many county and city police and correction agencies
have economic benefits for graduate degrees. Finally, the Washington State Criminal Justice Tra ining Commission
Director supports our program (see support letter appendix C), and wishes to work with us in providing such a degree.
We are the only Law and Justice Department in Washington state. The closest thing to our department is the Washington
State University Political Science Criminal Justice Program. The Washington State University M.A. in criminal Justice is
only offered in Pullman and Spokane. No other Washington State university offers a Masters degree in Criminal Justice.
Therefore , our program in Ellensburg and at SeaTac will fill an important need in higher education in the State of
Washington. CWU's Department of Law and Justice currently serves Washington's citizens through a strong
undergraduate Law and Justice program that is recognized in Washington for it's excellent Law and Justice graduates,
which serves both the needs of students who desire the degree and the needs of organizations who need students with
the degrees. Because of increased professional requirements and a lack of opportunities in public institutions, a master
program in Law and Justice at CWU is necessary to continue to meet the citizens' needs.
CWU's Law and Justice Department is one of the largest undergraduate degree granting program at Central Washington
University. Since the 1970's, more than 2000 have graduated . The Institution is committed to promoting ongoing
excellence in the Law and Justice Program.
Our undergraduate majors for the last five years are as follows , by location.
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Majors By Center*
Year
Ellensbu
rg
1995-96
182
1996-97
220
1997-98
188
1998-99
172
1999-00
172
*'MaJors are unduphcated

Lynnwood

8

SeaTac

114
50
90
38
102
40
79
39
61
50
headcounts for the academ1c

Steilacoom

Yakima

101
21
95
19
72
29
73
13
85
12
(Fall th rough Spnng) year.

TOTAL
468
462
431
376
380

Our total undergraduate degrees granted for the last five year are as follows.

Law and Justice Degrees and Majors
Five Year Trend*
Degrees
Majors
1995-96
180
468
1996-97
176
462
1997-98
431
183
1998-99
148
376
1999-00
170
380
*A degree year runs Summer through Spring of the following year.
3.

IMPACT ON DEPARTMENTAL LOAD, INCLUDING WHAT RESOURCES WILL BE ASSIGNED OR RELOCATED AND
ADDITIONAL FACULTY TO BE HIRED DURING THE FIRST THREE YEARS.
The program will require three new full-time equivalent tenure track faculty. One of these would be turning a current fulltime instructor position into a tenure track position . The others would be hiring two tenure track professors. The source of
funding for these positions would come from new revenues generated by the program. Plans of whom would be teaching
the courses and their reallocated time are presented with the cost estimates in number 8.

4.

PROJECTED NON FACULTY STAFFING NEEDS TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM.
As the third largest number of majors at CWU, our one current Senior Secretary cannot handle this increased load of the
graduate program. Therefore, two part time office assistants would be needed at SeaTac and at Ellensburg to help
administer the additional administrative work load of a Masters program and to help with the undergraduate work load of
the department. The source of funding for these positions would come from new revenues generated by the program.

5.

PROJECTED STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR EACH QUARTER OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS AND SPECIAL
ADDITIONAL COSTS (FEES) STUDENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO PAY.
No additional student fees are proposed for this program.
*Projected Student Enrollment
Head count
FTE
Fall 2002
50
50
50
Winter 2003
50
Spring 2003
50
50
Summer 2003 50
50
50
Fall 2003
50
Winter 2004
50
50
Spring 2004
50
50
Summer 2004 50
50
Fall2004
60
60
Winter 2005
60
60
Spring 2005
60
60
Summer 2005 60
60
. .
*This IS based upon full-t1me study of at least 10 credrts hours per quarter.
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PROJECTED SPACE NEEDS TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM (OFFICE, CLASSROOMS , LABORATORY).
At SeaTac and Ellensburg, classrooms that seat 30 students are available and would be scheduled evening and
weekends as follows ·
Quarter
Classrooms Needed
3
Fall
Winter
3
3
Spring
3
Summer
Distance education classrooms will be used for some of the evening and weekend classes at Ellensburg and SeaTac.
One faculty office space would be needed in both Ellensburg and at SeaTac.

7.

RELATED CURRICULUM CHANGES THAT WILL RESULT FROM THIS NEW PROGRAM.
Besides the addition of the graduate level courses included in this document, no other curriculum changes are currently
planned .

8.

DETAILED COSTS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM, BY QUARTER, OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS.
See calculations on the following pages.
Proposed Master of Law and Justice
Projected Additional Revenues and Additional Costs
Average State Funding Per New Student FTE Per Year-Current Biennium
Academic Year Full-Time Equivalent Students (2002-2003)
Projected Annual State Funding For the Program

$5,946
50
297,300

Ellensburg Tuition
Westside Tuition
Total Tuition

$113,700
113,700
227,400

Total Projected Additional Revenues

$524,700

Projected Additional Costs:
New Faculty
New Faculty
New Faculty
Director's Stipend-Masters Program
Office Assistant Part-time SeaTac
Office Assistant Part-time Ellensburg
Goods and Supplies
Total Projected Additional Costs

$70,000
65,000
65,000
3,000
15,000
15,000
4,000
234,000

Projected Additional Revenues in Excess of Additional Costs
(excess available to the University)
Calculations exclude summer self support revenues and costs.
The program should be self-sufficient during the summer.
Several elective summer classes could be dropped if enrollment is insufficient.

$290,700
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SOURCE OF ADDITIONAL FISCAL RESOURCES NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM .

The following additional faculty, support staff, and goods would be need to fully implement the program.
Cost Including Benefits
$70,000
New Faculty
New Faculty
65,000
New Faculty
65,000
Director's Stipend-Masters Program
3,000
30,000
Office Assistants
4,000
Goods
..
The sources of these funds would come from new IUJ!Ion and state dollars for new students .
10. UNIQUE TIME ELEMENTS INVOLVED FOR STUDENTS TO COMPLETE THE PROGRAM .
Student cohorts at both sites would likely complete the program in 5-7 quarters taking 10 credits per quarter in the
academic year and 5 credits in summer, although one could complete it in four quarters.
11. DEPARTMENTS AFFECTED BY THE NEW PROGRAM .
None. There are no other departments that will offer courses in the program. Nonetheless, several departments have
provided letters of support.(Appendix B).
12. PROGRAM ASSESSMENT.
Internal evaluation will occur after each quarter for the first three academic years, while an external evaluation will occur at
the end of the year for the first three academic years. Such evaluations will include pedagogical matters, financial
matters, delivery and structural matters.

Exhibit E
CWU Policies: Curriculum Policy and Procedure changes, Section 5-10.
Housekeeping:

a.

Department name change- Throughout the policy manual section 5-10, the name "Academic Services" is changed
to "Registrar Services."

b.

HECB terminology change- Throughout the policy manual section 5-10, the term "pre-approved status" (referring to
new programs or existing programs to be offered at a new location) is changed to "permission to develop proposal
status.

Policy Change:

Changes fhe wording for the General Education Committee reporting directlv to the Faculty Senate.
5-10.1

Jurisdiction for Curriculum Matters

5-10.1.4 General Education Committee. The General Education Committee reports to the Faculty Senate and is
responsible for reviewing and recommending policies regarding the general education requirement. Changes
to the general education requirements follow the same process as any curriculum change described in the
section on procedures. Final approval requires a favorable vote of the Faculty Senate.
5-10.1.7 Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate acts on recommendations made by the FSCC concerning the following :
1.

All curriculum policies, including revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual and policy
recommendations from university committees and offices concerned with the curriculum (e.g., General
EGI:IGatiGA-GGmffii-ttee, University Professional Education Council, Graduate Council, Career Development
Services, AGaGSffiiG-Ser-WGes Registrar Services, Deans' and Provost's Offices);
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Adds two new definitions.
5-10.2 Definition of Curriculum Terms

5-10.2 .9 Enrichmen t courses are academic courses designed to provide students opportunities to explore. in a short
course (1 quarter hour) format. topics of academic substance not oth erwise offered in the extant curriculum.

5-10.2.11 A minor is defined as a program consisting generally of less than one-half of the total credit s needed for a
major.

Incorporates working catalog and implementation by Registrar Services. Also separates deadline of "catalog" and
" curriculum approval".
5-1 0.3 General Principles and Procedures

5-10.3.1

Curriculum Approval Effective Date. Effective Fall Quarter, 1996, the electronic catalog became the university's
official compilation for all curriculum. The electronic catalog will become available at the end of spring quarter
of each year. On the date published, the hard copy of the catalog will reflect the same information as the
electron ic catalog. For course changes and new programs approved after catalog publication. entries and
effective date will be added to a "working" online catalog. New programs become effective when they have
been approved by the Higher Education Coordinating Board. Program and general education requirement
changes will become effective in the fall quarter following publication in the official electronic catalog. WAeR
awFGI'>~ G ~ourse changes become effective when they have been approved by the FSCC or appear-ifl-tt:\e
F-a~eRate-m~r:wtes and are implemen ted by the Registrar Services. ~ram Ghanges and geneJ:at
e~iefi-Fequiremen.t-Ghang~iU-bOGG!+Ie effective in the-falkjtlaFter---Gf--tl:le-next year,-(Reference Section 510.4.7, Implementation.)

5-10.3 .2

Gata~ead-ii-Ae

Curriculum Approval Deadline. The final deadline for inclusion in the catalog will be
established by the Provost or the Provost's designee in consultation with the Academic Affair's Council and the
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee. Specific dates for submission and approval will be established jointly by
the Registrar, the Academic Affairs Council, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the Executive
Committee of the Faculty Senate. The catalog deadll.R-S-curriculum approval deadline will be made public to
department chairs via a memo from the FSCC in October of each year. In order for changes to be incorporated
into the official electronic and printed catalogs for fall , changes must be su bmitted to the Faculty Senate
Curricu lum Committee ne later than-tl:le ~rst meeting of winter ~;~~:~arteJ;. by the published deadline.

Changes procedures to match the current procedure for curriculum approval. Addition of Enrichment courses/log
and new implementation.
5-10.4

Procedures for Curriculum Change

5-10.4.2

Initiation of General Education Requirement Changes. Individuals proposing general education curriculum
changes submit a completed Form B: Program Change Transmittal Form with a description of the proposed
change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures, to the Provost's Office. The initiator marks
the transmittal form as a general education requirement change and the Provost's Office adds the change to
the General Education Committee meeting agenda. After the General Education Committee act on the
proposal , the chair adds a memo documenting committee action and sends it to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee chair.
The FSCC lists it in the Curriculum Summary Log. The academic community has two weeks to respond to the
Provost's Office Following the two week hold the FSCC acts on the proposal~. For approved proposals. the
chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action, and sends it to the Faculty Senate chair to be
placed on the Faculty Senate agenda for action. The Faculty Senate chair then submits the Faculty Senate
action to the Provost.

5-10.4.4

Review Process. Deans begin the review process by having personnel in AGaE!emiG-SewiGe&-Regjstrar
Services checks proposals for availability of course number, clarity and accuracy of course description, title,
credits, cross listings, and arithmetic. 12feposals are thOR-fOt:ymeG-te-tREKim If errors have been identified
the proposals are returned to the dean and the dean's office contacts the departments to make corrections.
When appropriate, Registrar Services the dean sends the proposal to UPEC and/or to tl:le-Gean-Gf Graduate
Studies . Upon approval by the Graduate Council and/or UPEC, the proposal is l'etYm e ~e§e-Gean
woo uses the ostaelisl:led interna~cess at the college level ·Nil~R may reqwF&-&1:19m~~~~ege
Gl:lfri.GYlHm commi-tte&: sent to the Provost's office. The Provost's Office prepares a Curriculum Summary Log
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and/or an Enrichment Course Log for review by the FSCC and distributes ~ electronically to the academic
commun ity before action by the FSCC and Faculty Senate. New program proposals are reviewed by the Board
of Trustees. The process must include checks for (a) consistency of course/program with department goals , {b)
academic integrity, (c) clarity of student learning outcomes and assessment plans, and {d) availability of
sufficient funds . (The specific guidelines are attached to or printed on the reverse side of all transmittal forms.)
The dean or committee rejecting a proposal will return it to the department chair with an explanation. +Ae
€l~fflce for.var€ls apJ')mve€1 c~mw~t·s Office.

5-10.4.5

Notification. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D) and/or Enrichment Course Logs, which are compiled
in the Provost's Office, will be used to notify the following people of current proposals: department chairs, eastside and west-side university centers, associate registrar, associate school/college deans, International
Programs. Continuing Education. Academic Affairs Council , the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee, and the General Education Committee.

5-10.4.6

Approval Process. Items appearing on the curriculum summary log and/or the enrichment cou rse log (except
those requiring approval by the Faculty Senate) will be approved automatically on the proposed approval date
unless a concern is rai sed by someone receiving the log . Concerns should be directed to the Provost's Office
or the Chair of the FSCC with a copy to the Provost's Office. The proposed approval date, assigned in the
Provost's Office, is the date of the FSCC meeting immediately following the day the committee first reviews the
log (notification date on the log). The time between the notification date and the proposed approval date will be
at least two weeks . If concerns are raised, approval may be delayed while the curriculum committee contacts
the originator of the proposal and concerned departments.

5-10.4.7

Implementation . Curriculum changes will be implemented as-fellows: (a) in cases requirin§-Senate apJ*GV-al
~.cept-General-eOOGatiQR-GAang~S-SOOr:l-a-t.J:Iey-appear in tFI-9-f*lblished mi-rH:I·tes-Gf..tl:le Senate, unless
app~f-tl=le-i?>Gard of Trustees , the HigAei'-&;lucat-ion-Goor€1lnating Beard, or t.J:I~n on CoiiS§eS-is
required~rogram changes and-§eRercH-ed-ucat-iQA--Feq.l:lif.ement chaRges will become effective in the fall
qt:iaft9f-Of..tRe-next-year, or (c) in all othOI'-Gases, on tl:le-propeseG-appre¥al date indicated on the Curriculum
Sl:lffifFlary Log (pmvised no oejeGtions Flave been made.) by Registrar Services as follows:

5-10.4 .7 .1
5-10.4.7 .2
5-10.4.7.3

New prog rams will be implemented upon approval by the Higher Education Coordinating Board .
Changes to existing programs and general education requirements will be implemented In the fall
quarter following publication in the official electronic catalog.
Individual course changes will be implemented upon receipt. Once registration has begun, course
changes involving prefix, number. title, credit. pre-requisites, and/or grade changes will be
activated for the following quarter unless a later period is specified. (Reference Section 5-10.3.1)

Changes mi:ISt-be-im~o later than t.J:Ie-pu-SHGation date of the
actlo~mples-Gf..suGh-tlewments are the official electronic catalo9,

puWG-Gowment appropr-iate to the
the qtlaftel:l-y-class-sGhea~f*WI:le
cot,JJse-ci=laAQe-sAeek»st-ributed at regis-tFati~ese-publiGat4ons-sF1all reflect chan9es-at:-the-earliest
Of:>pOFtunity. Curriculum policy changes shall not be applied retroactively.

Addition of Enrichment courses and International Program Special Topics expiration date and new iden tifying course
number.

5-10.5 Curriculum Rules
5-10.5 .1 Course numbering system:
Second and Third Digit
01 to 09
10 to 89
90

91
92 to 95
96

97
98
99
Course #100
Course #500
Course #700

Description
Introduction to Broad Area
Regular Department Courses
Cooperative Education
Workshop
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, Field Experience
Individual Study. 1-6 credits. May be repeated if subject is different.
Honors. 1-12 credits. Prerequisite, admission to department honors program.
Enrichment courses using the grefix UN IV. 1 credit.
Special Topics. 1-6 credits . May be repeated if subject if different.
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be repeated if subject is different.
Courses for which credit will not be counted toward degree requirements .
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which will not be counted toward degree or
certificate requirements.
Thesis , Project, and/or Examination . 1-6 credits .
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Definitions
Enrichment courses (UN IV ....:97) are academic courses designed to provide students opportunities to
explore. in a short course (1 quarter hour) format. topics of academic substance not otherwi§e offered in
the extant curriculum.
Process .
Workshops should be submitted on Form E for approval by the appropriate individuals as identified on
Form £.;~e~X-GS} and will follow the normal curriculum process for course additions.
Special topics and seminars should be submitted on Form C for approval by the appropriate individuals
as identified on Form C (See AppeAG~ and will follow the normal curriculum process for course
additions.
Enrichment courses are academic courses designed to provide students opportunities to explore. in a
short course (1 quarter hours) format. topics of academic substance not otherwise offered in the extant
curriculum. These courses can not be substituted for General Education. major or minor reauirements .
Individual course requirements. levels and prerequisites differ as needed to reflect the academic nature
and pumose of courses. Upper division enrichment courses stipulating one or more prerequisites ~
depth or narrow concentra tion in tooic. Lower division courses with no prerequisites are pursuing an
introductory or breadth objective. S/U grading only. Enrichment courses should be submitted on Form
G for approva l by the appropriate individuals as identified on Form G and will follow the normal
curriculum process for course additions. Only eight enrichment course credits can be coun ted toward a
student's degree requirements.
Time Restriction. Courses offered as (-91 }, (-98), and (-99} are temporary offerings. These numbers
are used to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis, for topical issues, and for "niche
markets." Upon approval, the course may be offered for a period of three years. Any subsequent
offering must be as a regular course (numbered 10 to 89}, submitted on either FOrm C m Form D and
approved through the established curriculum.
Upon approval Enrichment CU NIV -97) courses may be offered for a period of one quarter Proposals
must be resubmitted to be offered in subsequent quarters.
Special Topic (-98) and Seminar (-99) courses designated with a fourth digit of "I" are International
Prog ram courses. These courses will not have an expiration date and may be offered for an unlimited
period. These courses should be submitted as a normal special topic Csee section 5-1 0,5.9.2 (b)) and
must include a coyer sheet verifying that learner outcomes have been reviewed by the International
Program department.

5-10.5.15 International Study Courses
5-10.5.15.4 Process. Approval of foreign studies courses .
Each course is preapproved by one or more CWU departments and submitted on Form C (See.-Apf:)e~
Qj as a (-98) special topic course . and follows the normal curriculum process for course additions .
b. A copy of the department's preapproval is attached to each packet of transmittal forms. Included in the
preapproval js a statement that the International Program department has reviewed the learner
outcomes of the course.
c. Each department's recommendation for the level of the course is placed on the transmittal forms .
d. The foreign institution's name and course number are replaced by the CWU name and course number
which is attached on the syllabus.
e. The transmittal form is submitted for signatures.

a.
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5-10 .11 Guidelines for Using Curriculum Transmittal Forms

-Fool: Six Seven forms are provided in App&AGix C1
curriculum matters:
Form A:
Form B:
Form C:
Form D:
FormE:
Form F:
Form G:

C4 C5 Ce the back of Sectl'on 5-10 of the Policy Manual to transmit

New Program Transmittal Form.
Program Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form.
Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications.
Course Change Form (Short Form) and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form.
Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form.
Course Schedule Form- to be used for previously approved courses scheduled through Continuing
Education.
Enrichment Course

FORM A: NEW PROGRAM Transmittal Form
(Electronic Form available at hrrp://www.cwu.edu/-provo. t/curr manual.htmh
NEW PROGRAMS BECOME EFFECTIVE WHEN APPROVED BY THE HEC BOARD.

Depal'tment:

------------------------

Submission Date:

---------------------

Planned Implementation Date:----------

SchooUCollege:

Department Chair:

------------------------

Location of Program:--------------------

Does this program affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel?
YES
i\0
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by l.TPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements?
YES
l\0

B.A.
M.A.

Degree Type:

B.S.
M.A.T.

B.Ed.
M.Ed.

B.Mus
M.F.A.

B.F.A.
M.M.

l\LS.

New Major Title:
New Specialization Title:

-----------------------------------------------------------

New Minor Title:
New Certificate Title:
Total credits for this program.
Estimated enrollments for five years (FTE/Headcount).
Maximum number of students admitted:
Mode of Delivery: ___ Single campus/traditional classroom _ _ Satellite

2____ 3-:_...____ 4,____ 5.____

Internet/Web _ _ VideoTape
Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing ____ _ Other
(Check all that apply)

Signature

Approval

Date

Ol'iginator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
College of Education (if applicable)
University Professional Education
Council - UPEC ( if applicable)
Graduate Studies (ir applicable)
Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost- Registrar- Dean -Department/Program- (Graduate Office)

Approval Dates:

FSCC: --------------

BOT: --------------HECB Approval: -------------

Faculty Senate: ---------------Submitted to HECB: ------------- - Sent to Catalog:

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE ATTACHED INSTRUCTION SHEET.

YOU MUST FOLLOW AND COMPLETE THE HECB GUIDELINES FOR NEW
PROPOSALS INCLUDING ALL TABLES. THE FORMAT AND INFORJ\tiATION CAN BE
FOUND IN THE CWU POLICIES MANUAL, SECTION 5-10 HECB Contents of Program
Proposal.

In addition to the above, please submit the following:
I) Approval letters from the chair of the departments affected.
2) Program text for the on-line catalog.
3) List program courses for on-line catalog(* denotes new courses). Form C must be attached for
each new courses.
4) A separate one-paragraph synopsis ofthe program. (This will be submitted to the Faculty Senate).

READ AND SIGN THE BELOW ADA POLICY.

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ lnitial _ _ _ _ _ Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements
(skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach so that a
determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the
essential elements.

FORM B: PROGRAM Change or Deletion Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

PROGRAM CHANGES BECOME EFFECTIVE IN FALL QUARTER AND MUST HAVE COJ1PLETE
APPROVAL BY THE CATALOG DEADLINE.
Department: - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - Submission Date : - - - - - - - - - -- - -- Department Chair: - - - -- - -- -- - - - - Date of Implementation:
Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel? __ YES _NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by CPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements?

YES

NO

Pro ram Name and Action:
Degree Type: _B.A. _B .S. _B.Ed. _B .Mus. _B .F.A. _M.A . _M .A.T. _M.Ed . _M .F.A. _M .M. _M.S .
Current Program Title:
Speci alization Title (if any): ----------------~~~~~~-~~~~-~~
Minor:
Program Deletion: __ (Go to signature)

Course change: __ and/or Title Change:

I ADD: New Title, Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

~-

(Complete information b.!low)

REMOVE: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

What is the new total credit requirement for this program? _ _ __

Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
University Professional Education
Council (UPEC) If applicable
General Education

If applicable

Graduate Studies (f applicable

Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Office-Registrar-Dean-Department/Program-{Graduate Office)
Faculty Senate:
Approval Dates:
FSCC:
HECB:
Informational Date:
BOT:
Forwarded to Catalog : ---~~~------

READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE ATTACHED TO TIDS FORM~ THE
FORMAT BELO\V
Program changes:
A. One paragraph summary of changes.
B. Text of the program incorporating both old and new versions, following these editing guidelines; (a)
bracket additions; (b) line through deletions; (c) underline change in wording
C. A clean copy of the program as it is proposed to be offered. Star (*) new courses. Each new

courses must have a completed Form C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Justification for the change.
Impact on departmental load.
Impact on instructional costs.
Related curriculum changes that will result from theis proposed change.

H. Attach approval letters from the chair of the departments affected.
I. Unique time elements involved in completing the revised program. (It is presumed a major can be
completed in six quarters of upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum
of three quarters.)
J. Provisions for allowing currently enrolled students to graduate.

Program Deletions:
A.
'8.
C.
D.
E.

Location
Enrollments (FTE and headcount) for past five years.
Rationale for elimination
Provisions for allowing enrolled students to graduate
Disposition of the program's state resources.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW

Please aclmowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ Initial _ _ _ _ _ Date

ADA Policy (for informatioual purpose Oll/y):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course
or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without
accommodation) to erform the essential elements.
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FORM C: Course Additions, Modifications, Deletions, Special Topics & Seminars
(Electronic form available at http://www .cwu.edu/- provost/curr_manual.html)
IN ORDER FOR COURSE CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO TAKE EFFECT IN THE FOLLOWI:VG QUARTER,
THEY MUST HAVE COJ\1/PLETE APPROVAL BEFORE PREREGISTRATION

Depa r·tmen t : _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Submission Date: - - -- - - - - - - - - -

The follmving questions (one through four) ONLY pertain to course modifications or deletions.

IF THE ANSWER TO ALL OF THE QUESTIONS ONE THROUGH FOUR IS NO - Use FORM D.
I) Does this change affect the content of courses or programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel? _ _ YES (If yes,
UPEC approval required) _ _ NO
2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?

_ _ YES (If yes, Gen Ed approval required)

3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program?

_ _ YES

NO

4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites?

_ _ YES

~NO

NO

Type of Course ADDITION:_ Regular Curriculum _Special Topic _Seminar (Special Topics and Seminars will
expire ajier three years and must be converted to a regular course offering using Form D or the course will automaticall_v be
deleted.)
Type of Course CHANGE: _ _ Deletion _ _ Prefix _ _ Number _ _ Credits _ _ Title _ _ Description _ _ Grading
Does this change affect any programs in your or any other department?
department and attach signed approval). List affected departments:

NO _YES (if yes, notify affected

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _____
Course Number:_ _ _ _ __
Credits :_ __
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Proposed course addition, change(s), special topic or seminar:
Department Prefix : _ __

Course Number: _ __

Credits: _ _ __

I st qtr. to be offered : _ _ __

Title : - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Required course

Elective course

Description (25 words or fewer, not including prerequisites and other qualifications):

List Prercquisites/Corequisites for course:
List Cross- I is ted courses:
This course is required for which courses:

Abbreviated Title (18 characters)=~----~--~------------------~
Other:_ _ _ __
Contact hrs by type: __ Lecture __ Lab __ Lecture/Lab __ Seminar __ Practicum
(Refer to Peoplesoft Codes)
Grade Option (Check only one): __ Letter Grade __ S/U
Course Repeated fot· credit: __ YES (to a maximum of __ credits)

NO

Estimated Enrollment: Year 1: __ Year 2: __ Year 3: __
Mode of Delivery: (Check all that apply) _

traditional classroom

_Video tape _Interactive Video _Video Conferencing
PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE.

Satellite

Internet/web

~------------~Other

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ _ Initial _ __ _____ Date
ADA Policy: As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) .-\ccom•nodative Policy, departments must identify the essential clements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed
J teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essenlial elements.

Signatures: This form needs to be submitted to the next applicable signature level within 10 working days.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services (not for Special Topics)
College of Education Dean
University Prof. Education Councii-UPEC
International Studies, Director
General Education Committee
Graduate Studies

-

.

.
Make lour (or live) copies lor distnbutiOn: Provost Oltlce
Registrar Deans O!fice Department/Program
_
_
_
_
_
_
FSCC
\pproval Dates:
Fac Senate (Gen Ed Only): - - - - - - -

(Graduate Otficc)

Special Topic or Scminnr approved through - - - - - - - - - -- -- - Quarter. 20 ---~ No extensions will be given.

Please provide the following:
Course Addition:
lcv~.:l.

I.

Justification for the addition and the course

2.

A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan . (This form will be returned to the originator
if the learning outcomes and assessment plan arc not included). See sample below.

3.

Impact on department load. including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be hired during
th.: lirst three years.

4.

Non-raculty stalling needs.

5.

Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay. Student
fees are approved by the Board of Trustees in December for the following academic year.

6.

Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.

7.

Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory, equipment,
facilities, etc., and the sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.

8.

Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

Descriptions:
I.

2.

Prequisites - State in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if:
a) Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
b) The course is one of a sequence.
c) A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the discipline is necessary.
Course Description - Describe content, not methodology, in twenty-five (25) words or less plus prerequisites. restrictions and other
qualilications. Not necessary if course title is self-explanatory. Examples of qualifications and restrictions:
a) Not to be counted in major.
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b)
c)
d)
..:)

tv lay be repeated for credit (when subj ect matter differs (to a maximum of __ credit(s)j).
Grade wil l be S/U.
Cross-listed courses: i.e. same as ANTI-I 480 . Student shall not receive credit for both .
l>rdix or Number ChGnge: i.e. formerly ANTI-I 480.

Deletions o r Changes - Bacl<ground and Rationale
.lustilication for the change or deletion.
2.

D..:partment(s) affected by the change or deletion. Attach signed approval letter from the chairs of departments affected.

3.

Changes Only:
Attach course change text for the on-line catalog.
If the original course approval form or any subsequent course change forms do not contain student Ieamer outcomes and
assessment procedures, they must be attached to this form .

4.

Deletions Only: a) Number of students ordinarily enrolled in the course; b) Impact on department load; c) Related
curriculum changes that will result from this proposed deletion.

Learner (Behavioral) Outcomes
A behavioral outcome is a statement of what, in measurable tenns, the learner must do to master a competency. An objective must
include a description of the behavior th at assessment will measure. Action verbs are easiest to measure and they identify the behavior
which a student will be required to "demonstrate mastery of". They should be precise, observable. and measurable.
Examples of words that can be measured are: eire; de tine· iden ti fy· label ; list· name; recite; reproduc.e; scare; convert: describe;
explain; give exam ple.s of; interpret; analyze; paraphrase; summarize: tell in one's own words; apply; compute; construct;
demonstrate; hear; listen; observe; smell; taste; view; achieve a posture; assume a body stance; accept; acknowledge: be alert· show
alertness; be aware; show awareness; perceive; tolerate; accept responsibility; assist; be interested; show interest· communicate;
comply conform; participate; volunteer; etc.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Strategies

Develop a hotel organization chart

Student will read material & complete assignments and test.

Demonstrate knowledge of conceptual approaches to
metalsmithing

Guided discussion during & subsequent to slide presentations,
assigned research & presentation

The student will be fluent in the language of laser technology

Term Paper

Explain the important elements of training office employees

Write final CWU exam & standardized test of AHMA .

Rem em bcr an outcome is what you want the learner to know and be able to do by the end of the course
(teaching/learning). Assessment (or learning opportunities) is what is used to measure mastery of the
outcome. Outcomes and assessment must relate!
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Form D: Course Modification Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

iN ORDER FOR COURSE CHANGES TO TAKE EFFECT IN THE FOLLOWING QUARTER. THEY lvfL'ST
HAVE COMPLETE APPROVAL BEFORE PREREGISTRATION
Department: _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Submission Date:

----------------

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THE QUESTIONS ONE THROUGH FOUR IS YES- Use FORM C.

I) Does this change affect the content of courses or programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel? __ YES (If yes,
UPEC approval required) _ _ NO
2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?
_ _ YES (If yes, Gen Ed approval required) _ _ NO
YES
_ _ NO
3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program?
4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites?
YES
NO

Type of Course Change: __ Deletion __ Prefix __Number __Credits __Title _ _ Description __ Grading Option
Docs this change affect any programs in your or any other department?_ YES (if yes, attach approval letters from the chair of
the departments affected.) _NO List affected Departments:

Course as it curre11tly appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: ___ Course Number: ___Credits: ___Title: - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -

Proposed course changc(s) for on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: ___Course Number: ___Credits: ___Title:--- -- - - -- - - -- - ---- - - - 1st qtr. to

b~.:

offered: ·

Required course__

Elective course

~~ew Description (25 words or tewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

COURSE CONVERSION: Special Topic/Seminar Number
Expiration Date:

Title:---=------- - -- - - -- Please attach original Course approval form.

New Course Number
Required Course:
Elective Course: _ _ _
If this course has changed significantly over the past three years, please resubmit as a new course request. (Form C)
Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualitications):

APPROVAL

SIGNATURE

Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
Graduate Studies (if
applicable)
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Approval Date
PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE AS APPLICABLE
Rev ised 4/00

DATE

If the original course approval form or any subsequent course change forms did not include all of the
following information, please provide the missing information with this form.
~f

this request is a special topic/seminar conversion, please attach the original approval form and make
sure it also has the following information.
I.

Justification for the addition and the course level.

2.

A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will be returned to
the originator if the learning outcomes and assessment plan are not included).

3.

Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be
hired during the first three years.

4.

Non-faculty staffing needs.

5.

Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay.

(Student fees MUST be approved by the Board of Trustees before being charged to the students.
Requests for student fees are submitted in December for the following academic year.)
6.

Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.

7.

Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory,
equipment, facilities, etc., and the sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.

8.

Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN THE BELOW ADA POLICY
Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ lnitiai _ __ _ _ _ Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution:

Revised 6/0 I

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix C (5)

FormE: Workshops & Professional Development Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

( ) Workshop

91

( ) Professional Development 500

(Check one of the above and indicate level)
ORIGINATED OR SUBMITTED BY
DEPARTMENT
I.

DATE INITIATED----

Cours~: Pretix & Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title - - --

- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -

----

Credits _ _ __

List abbreviated title for transcript. Limited to eighteen spaces, including punctuation.

2.

Course Description (brief 25 words or less):

J.

Has this course been offered before as a Workshop or Professional Development course? _ _ Yes _ _No
(II' Yes. specify when) - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

4.

Ir this course duplicates or approximates some other course now offered, specify any interdepartmental agreement.

5.

Provide rationale for this course including short term nature, anticipated change to regular course, and projected clientele. Be specific.

6.

Descrihe arrangements which have been made to staff the course for the initial offering.
Rank _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ __
lnstnrctor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Dates and Times - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7.

Evaluation:

L~.:tter

Grade _ _ __

Anticipated Enrollment - - - - - - -

Satisl'actory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) - - - - - -

Givc justification for S/U grading request.

8.

Mode of Delivery: __ Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing

APPROVAL

Other

(Check all that apply)

SIGNATURE

Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Directnr of International Programs (if
applicable)
Faculty S.:nute Curriculum Committee Approved (for Workshop Courses ( -91) only)
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Notified (for Professional Development Courses (500) only)

The workshop course authorized through - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - quarter, 20_ _ _.

Revised 4/00

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
~lease

provide the following information. (Use additional sheets if necessary)

/ OPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be

returned to the originator for completion):

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS:

PLEASE READ ADA POLICY AND SIGN BELOW
Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial _ _ _ _ _Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution:
Office)

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate

FORM G: Enrichment Course Transmittal Form
Please attach background and rationale and complete front of form.
(See CWU Policies Manual, Section 5-10, available on-line)

Submission Date:

QuarterlY ear to be taught: _ _ _ _ __

Has this course been taught before: _ _ No

_ _ Yes lfyes,

Originator:

Department: ___________

Please check one: UNIV 297 _ __

UNIV 497

WHEN~------

UNIV597 _ _

Course title: - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - -- - - Abbreviated title: (17 characters)-- - -- - - - - -- -- -- - -- - Course Description (25 word maximum) :

Schedule: See section 5-l 0.5. 7 of the CWU Policies Manual for the description of credit allocation for
courses to determine contact hours appropriate to course type.
Actual Meeting Days and Dates: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Meeting time(s): - -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - Contact Hours by type: _ _ Lecture _ _ Lab _ _ Lecture/Lab (refer to Section 5-l 0.5. 7 of the
CWU Policies Manual)
Special Classroom needs: --------------------------~
Mode of Delivery: (Check all that apply) __Traditional classroom __Satellite __Internet/Web
__ Videotape __ Video Conferencing
Maximum Enrollment: _ __

Approval

Signature

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies

(if applicable)

FS Curriculum Committee

Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Office; Registrar; Dean's Office;
Department/Program; (Graduate Office)

(

Date

Justification for this course must be attached to this form in the format below:

L. Justification for course level.

2. A detailed course outline which include student learner outcomes and assessment

plan. (This form will be returned to the originator if the student learner outcomes
and assessment plan are not included.)
3. Non-faculty costs associated with the course: laboratory, equipment, facilities, fees,
etc. (Student fees MUST be approved by the Board of Trustees before being
charged to the students. Requests for student fees are submitted in December for the
following academic year.)

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy.
_ _ _ _ _ Initial _ __ _ _ Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential
elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach so
that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to
perform the essential elements.
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Exhibit F

Academic Affairs' Committee end-of-year report.
May 30, 2001
Report on the Activities of the Academic Affairs Committee for 2000-2001
Members:
Phil Diaz, College of the Sciences
Susan Donahoe, Chair, College of Education and Professional Studies
Barney Erickson, ex-officio, Representative of the Academic Affairs Council
Steve Erickson, Student Representative
Ed Gellenbeck, College of the Sciences
Robert Holtfreter, College of Business
Robert Lupton, College of Education and Professional Studies
Caroline Onstot, Documentarian
Lynn Richardson, Executive Committee Representative of the Faculty Senate
Jessica Sutton , Student Representative
Steve Schmitz, Representative of the Provost
Jeff Snedeker, College of Arts and Humanities
Phil Tolin, ex-officio, Representative Academic Department Chairs Organization (ADCO)
After reviewing the minutes of our meetings, the committee offers this summary of activities for the 2000-2001 school year. If
more details are desired , we will gladly provide more information.
Evaluation of Committee members' participation. The committee has a permanent meeting time of Thursdays from 3:005:00 PM. We met with a quorum at least 23 times this year and had many e-mail responses/revisions in addition to weekly
two hour meetings. The Academic Affairs Committee responded to all to issues brought to the committee by the Executive
Committee of the Faculty Senate or by the Academic Affairs Council with the exception of one item. Committee appointment
procedures was brought to our attention, but we felt that the Code Committee should first address the issue. The procedure
for appointing committee members is in the Faculty Code 7-20.B.2. We did spend time discussing the use of technology by
faculty in buildings where faculty are not assigned. We trust that that issue will be addressed by the Media and Technology
Equipment Committee.
We have greatly appreciated the contributions of the members on our committee. Many members researched topics and
brought the results for clarification of our issues and for information . Ad Hoc members who have been on the committee
previously in another role made essential contributions , providing insight into decisions, their ramifications, and giving the
historical context to help the committee understand the broad perspectives of the issues under consideration . The students
were great participants and took time to ask other students to provide the students' perspectives.
In addition, the committee appreciates that it is charged to be proactive as well as reactive. Issues brought to the committee
resulted in reports of information to the Faculty Senate. All meetings of the Faculty Senate were attended by the Chair of this
committee, Susan Donahoe, and often by many of its members as well. Some of the reports became motions to be acted
upon by the Faculty Senate. The full minutes may be found on the CWU website, (http:l/www.cwu.edu/-fsenate/000503.htm)
but more detailed information may be obtained by the minutes of this committee or from its Chair, Susan Donahoe.
A summary of these reports are in the Faculty Senate minutes provided on the Faculty Senate website for the minutes of the
following meetings:
11/01/00 Announcement of regularly scheduled meeting times and Senators invited to open meetings,
Introduce motion of Documentation and motion on Policy 2-2.43, 01/31/01 Motion No. 01-10. Passed .
1/10/01
Documentation of date of change and Board of Trustee motion number, and Motion No. 01-11. Passed. Policy 22.43 Use and Management of Media Equipment,
02/21/01 Report on the progress of the Associate of Science Transfer Degree, 04/04/01 Report on Media and Technology
Equipment Committee,
04/18/01 Motion No. 01-26, Passed. Addition of a Media Equipment and Technology Use Committee to Section 2-1.24 of
the CWU Policy Manual,
05/30/01 Motion No. 01-42. Passed. Proposed Revisions to the Academic Appeals Policy.
Collaborative efforts were made with other groups such as the General Education Committee and the Academic Affairs
Council. The Committee Chairs of the General Education Committee and this committee attended one another's meetings for
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discussion of issues in common. Committee meetings also included many guests ranging from the President to groups of
students some of whom attended our meetings more than once. Specifically, some of these guests were:
Margaret Badgley, Assistant to the Provost for University Centers and Community College Relations
Scott Carlton, Director Academic Advising Services
William Craig, Academic Computing
Loren Cutsinger, Chair of the General Education Committee, Assistant Professor of Anthropology
David Hedrick, Executive Director, International Studies & Programs
Lad Holden, Faculty Senate Chair Elect, Assistant Professor of Industrial and Engineering Technologies
David Kaufman, Assistant to Provost for Learning Technologies and Director of Academic Computing
Jerilyn S. Mcintyre, President of Central Washington University
Sandra Oftedahl, Systems Manager/PSSA Lead
Mike Reilly, Director of Admissions
Carolyn Wells, Registrar and Vice-President of Enrollment Management
Tim Yoxtheimer, Chair Industrial and Engineering Technologies
And others .
Additional guests were invited but due to difficulty in scheduling either met with the chair of this committee and/or
corresponded by e-mail and telephone. Nadine Romero was invited but did not attend.
We welcome people who may want to observe the meeting and may invite their participation although the visitor will not have
a vote. We also welcome new faculty to join us to learn about our committee and its responsibilities.
Communication with Faculty Senate about committee deliberations was accomplished regularly and minutes were taken with
accuracy by Caroline Onstot. As specified in the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, the committee chair reported on a regular
basis to the Faculty Senate whether it was for information only or with a motion. Also, e-mail agendas were out before
meetings.

Exhibit G
Faculty Senate Research and Development Committee
Charles Xingzhong Li, Chair CAH
James Beaghan
SBE
Lori Braunstein
SBE
Jeffrey Dippmann
CAH
Gerard Hogan
LIB
Jeffrey Lee
COTS
2000-2001 Annual Report
This committee was charged by the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate to determine an appropriate mechanism for
disbursement of $100,000 directed toward faculty development. The funds were made available from summer 2000 revenue .
The distribution of funds was based on the following formula, approved by the Senate on January 10, 2001:
1.
2.

3.
4.

$24,000 distributed evenly to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace
Studies/AFROTC).
$60,000 distributed to academic departments (excluding Military Science/ROTC and Aerospace Studies/AFROTC),
with each department receiving an amount proportional to its annual teaching FTE, using the most recent staffing
data.
$500 to Military Science/ROTC.
$500 to Aerospace Studies/AFROTC.

The above funds are to be used exclusively for individual faculty development. In order to receive these monies, each
department must provide a rationale and explanation for the use of these funds. The attached table (in word format) illustrates
the 2000-2001 distribution of $85,000 (of the $100,000) to academic departments.

5.

$15,000 for projects intended to serve the faculty development needs of the university as a whole (rather than the
needs of individual faculty members or departments). Such projects might include artistic performances, exhibits,
conferences, speakers, distinguished visiting scholars, short-courses, and other activities as deemed appropriate by
the committee.
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The committee solicited proposals for university-wide projects by two e-mail calls to the faculty on January 25 and March 1,
2000 with an additional publication of the call on the faculty senate web-site. We received a total of seven applications asking
for a combined amount of $30,622 and approved four, following two major criteria that the committee established: (1) The
proposal impacts at least two schools/colleges, and (2) the proposal is complete and explicit (i.e., budget, dates, participants,
etc.). The Chair of the Faculty Senate approved the final dispersal of the granted funds. Below are the four projects for a total
of $12,272 granted that met both of the criteria and were funded:
•
•

•

•

$1 ,800 to Wendy Bohrson for bringing a keynote speaker to campus for SOURCE 2002. The funding is for the
honorarium, travel, and related expenses for the invited speaker.
$3,460 to James Cook, et al., for organizing and bringing to the CWU community the "China in the 21 51 Century: A
Lecture Series." The amount is for part of the honoraria, domestic and international travel, and related expenses for
the six invited speakers: Song Chengyou, Niu Dayong, Joe Barich, Nayna Jhaveri, Vaclav Smil, and Madeline Yue
Dong.
$6,000 to Janet Marstine for helping organize the "Spurgeon Gallery Venue: City-Wide Exhibition What a Doll!" This
amount is for jurors Janet Marstine, Liahna Armstrong, Lisa Sheets, and for reception, exhibition design, office
expenses, educational programming, shipping , and publicity.
$1,012 to Mark Polishook for presenting a jazz concert and workshop. The funding is for part of the honoraria and
other related expenses including lodging and publicity for three jazz improvisers: Joe LaBarbara, Bruce Paulson, and
Tom Peterson.

The residual funds of $2,728 from this process are to be divided equally among departments, on a per-department basis, as
stipulated in the Faculty Senate's motion of January 10, 2001 .
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Exhibit H
Chair Nelson's Comments:
Before becoming a Senator, I was on several occasions exposed to comments disparaging the contributions of the Faculty
Senate to the operation of the university. While recognizing that some of the cyn icism embedded in those comments has
ca L:Jses that are ju stifiably irritating , I do not believe for a second - especially now after having been given the opportu nity to
se rve as a chai r elect and chair - that the work of the Senate, particularly in the contributions of its committees, can be taken
lightly. While we do not have appoin ting or budgetary authori ty, the work that we do- particularly in maintaining and
developing academic programming - is vital to maintaining the very life of the university.
1have seen time and again the output of Senate and university committees have a substantive effect on the way things run .
Individuals doing good and conscientious work have an impact on the whole organization. This influence can be immediate
and substantive. More often, however, contributions from faculty are incremental in nature, but they are cumulative. (I would
add here parenthetically that this has a frightening side to it in that we prosper and we fail by our own hand.)
Don't forget the staff. They are natural allies of the faculty in more ways than they are not. I have sat in open forums when
staff were given the opportunity to voice any thoughts they had over the operation of the university, many expressed concern
over recruiting , enrollment, and financial support for academic programs. Their perspectives are different from front line
instructors, but they often times see things that we do not. Know that many of the staff are supporting us and watching our
back - keeping us out of various forms of trouble unbeknownst us.
1would like to thank Dr. Mcintyre- who by the way is a member of the faculty and the Senate- for the care she has brought to
h.e r duties as president. I continue to harbor optimism - now more justified than irrational -for our futu re prospects un der her
leadership.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve. I've learned much and am committed to applying what I know to 1) cleaning
up any messes I might have made or following-up on business I didn't get to during my term in office, and 2) contributing a
positive difference here at Central.

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, May 30,2001, 3:10p.m.
BARGE 412
AGENDA
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 01·38: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
V. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (50 Minutes)
Chair
Motion No. 01-39: "Ratification of 2001 -02 Faculty

S~nate- Standing

Committees members

~~~~oh:~~~0~~:6~i~.~~~i~~~~·i~n ~·; ~~~1~02 ~~c~l~y-driev.~nce Committee Members attached as

Exhibit B."
f ',.
1
Motion No. 01 -41 : "In accordance with the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure
8.40.b, all legislatively appropriated salary increase shall be apportioned in the following
sequence:
(
1. Merit Levell
1%
· ~ ·; _: /7 ·, · /-2. Merit Level II
1% I
;I
.
3. All remaining fu",,~~~~cross the board scale adjustment" (.,! 1!

1-..t:;/ .

Faculty Senate Academic Affairs' Committee
Motion No. 01-42: "Proposed revisions to the Academic Appeals Policy attached as Exhibit C."
/ · / ,.
/~
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
\
Motion No. 01-43: "Approval of the addition of a MS Law and Justice degree attached Exhibit D.",''
Motion No. 01-44: "Approval of revisions to the CWU Policies Manual, section 5-10, Curriculum \
Polices and Procedures attached as Exhibit E." f a\S./ ' .~(
VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CHAIR: (1 0 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT: (10 Minutes)
PRESIDENT: (1 0 Minutes)
STUDENT REPORT: (5 Minutes)
SENATE CONCERNS: (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES: (20 Minutes)
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe
Budget Committee: Thomas Yeh
Code Committee: Ken Gamon
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak
General Education: Loran Cutsinger
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Lad Holden
Research and Development: Charles Li

VII.

OLD BUSINESS

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: October 3, 2001***
BARGE 412

If

i I

Exhibit A

0 /- 3 ~

Ratification of 2001-02 Faculty Senate Standing Committee Members
Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Robert Lupton
3 years
Administrative Management
Phil Diaz
3 years
Psychology
Robert Holtfreter
3 years
Accounting

Faculty Senate Budget Committee
Mark DeForrest
3 ye®
Faculty Senate Code Committee

-

Law and Justice

Linda Marra

3 years

Music

Ethan Bergman
Patsy Callaghan

3 years
1 year

Family & Consumer Sciences
English (Replace Jim Eubanks)

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Shari Stoddard .I/ 11 , .' ·( f
3 years
3 years
James Huckabfy

Art
Geography and Land Studies

Facuty Senate General Education Committee
Bobby Cummings
3 years
English
Joan Amby
3 years
Family and Consumer Sciences
Karl Lillquist
3 years
Geography and Land Studies
Mike Ruble
2 years
Accounting (Replace Rebert Silvers)
Daniel Herman
3 years
History
Faculty Senate Personnel Committee
Rob Perkins

3 years

Administrative Management

Vacant

Replace Linda Beath

Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee
Boris Kovalerchuk
3 years

Computer Science

Faculty Senate Research and Oeveloment Committee
Mary Wise
3 years
Library
Jeffrey Lee
3 years
Geological Sciences
Council of Faculty Representatives
Ken Gamon
1 year
Michael Braunstein
1 year

Mathematic
Physics

Exhibit B

61- L{O

Ratification of Faculty Grievance Committee Members
Appoint Robert Jacobs for another term as a regular member.
Appoint Cathy Bartleson to replace Susan Madley as a regular member.
Appoint Kelton Knight for one term as an alternate member.
Appoint Robert Weiking for one term as an alternate member.
Appoint John Pickett for one term as an alternate member.
Appoint Gary Heesacker for one-year as an alternate member.
Regular Member
Term
10/15/04
10/1 5/QI' B'
10/15/03

Regular Member
Robert Jacobs, Political Science
Cathy Bartleson, Administrative Mgt./Bus. Ed.
Gerald Gunn, Business Administration

Exhibit C 0 /-

Term
10/15/02
10/15/03
10/15/04
10/15/04
10/15/04
10/15/02

Alternate Members
Susan Lonborg, Psychology
.Jack Dugan, Sociology
Kelton Knight Foreign Lan_g_uages
Robert Weiking, Industrial & Eng. Tech.
John Pickett, Music
Gary Heesacker, Accounting

L/:J...

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully recommends that the Academic Appeals
Policy be added to section 5-9.4.31 .3 ofthe CWU Policies Manual. The AcademiG Appeals Policy currently
guides the work of the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing. It was last revised in 1982. The
policy is effective as described by Keith Champagne, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs and the
student representatives on the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee. There is a need to incorporate ttJis
policy into the CWU Policies Manual and placed on the Web so that it is accessible to the entire university.
Additionally, the committee made minor revisions to the policy to make it consistent, such as chaAging the name
of the committee that was changed several years and omitting "schools" since all academic dean's offices are
referred to as colleges.
Section 8-2.0 of the CWU Policies Manual.

8-2.0 COMMITTEES
8-2 .1 Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing
The board serves as a final appeals board for students who have been suspended from the university for
academic difficulties.
Further, the board provides for the airing and redress of academic grievances, with due procedural guarantees,
for any student against any other student or member of the faculty, staff, or administration, or any faculty
member ~~st any student. Wriften procedure on addressing academic deficiency or on filing a grievance
before thW
rd of 8academic 8appeals and Academic Standing may be obtain from office of student affairs.
Rationale: Update committee name change in section 8-2.0 of the CWU Policies Manual.

Minor Revisions to the Academic Appeals Policy as follows :

1. Add the Academic Appeals Policy to the CVVU Policies Manual as section 5-9.4.31.3.
Rationale: There is a need to incorporate this policy into the CWU Policies manual and placed on the Web
so that it is accessible to the entire university.

2.

Change Board of Academic Appeals to Board of Academic Appeals and Acaclemic Standing where
appropriate in the policy.
Rationale: The committee's name was changed after the document's 1982 revisions.

3.

Delete "school" when referred to "school or college" where appropriate in the policy.
Rationale: There are no longer any "schools" at CWU.

Revision to procedural guidelines:
ACADEMIC APPEALS

Academic grievances are defined as the following:
1. A claim by the student that an assigned grade is the result of arbitrary or aoo capricious application of
otherwise valid standards of academic evaluation; or
Rationale: In every other place in the CWU Policy Manual and in the Academic Procedures, the word "or'' was
used except in this one case. In discussing the meaning of such a difference, the committee felt that or was
appropriate because either arbitrary or capricious applications of standards should be appealed. Also there
should be consistency in the whole document. Therefore, we are requesting the word "or'' rather than "and."

Revision to procedural guidelines:

A student wishing to pursue an academic grievance must take the following steps to try to resolve the grievance
prior to the filing of an official academic appeal:
1.

The student shall first attempt to resolve the matter with the instructor.

2.

If resolutiqn is not achieved between the student and instructor, the student shall ask the department
chair to resolve the grievance.

3.

If resolution is not achieved at the department chair level, the chair shall forward a written summary to
the dean of the school or college in a further effort to achieve resolution.

4.

If resolution is not achieved at the Dean's level this point, the student may petition for a hearing before
the Board of Academic Appeals amd Academic Standing . (An appointment should be made to meet with
the Associate or Assistant V.P. for Student Affairs to obtain the necessary forms and information relative
to filing the position.)

Rationale: In number 3 above, the dean is the next level listed. In discussing the meaning of number 3, the
committee felt it clearer to specify the level (dean).

RULES GOVERNING THE BOARD OF ACADEMIC APPEALS AND ACADEMIC STANDING FOR
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Section I

VII Board Proceedings

A. The hearing is closed to all but the members of the hearing panel and the participants and their advisors
in the hearing.

Rationale: In every other place in the Academic Procedures, especially section 5-9.4.21 .2.13 Advisors for the
Parties," .. advisors have a responsibility to complete documents, to respond, and to make recommendations ."
In order to perform their duties, we felt the advisor needed to be present. In hearing discussion from students, a
former department chair, a Dean, and several faculty, we learned of situations in which a student may want
another person present. In discussing the board proceedings, the committee felt that was consistent with the
duties to add the possibility of advisors attending the proceedings.

XI. Membership 0f the Board of Academic Appeals (and Academic Standing)

A. The board shall t;>e made up ot teA~ members, five seven of whom shall be faculty and U¥e eight of
whom shall be students.
B.

Faculty members of the board will be chosen by the Faculty Senate from among faculty who are not
members of the university administration. The definition of "faculty member'' will be that which is used in
the faculty code.

C. Student members of the board will be chosen 9y tM:Joint Committee en Committee·s from students who
are not members of the Associated Students of Central Washington University (ASCWU) Board of
Directors. The definition of "student" will be that used in determining membership in the associated
Students of CWU as indicated by the constitution.
D. The term of office for faculty members will be three years with staggered terms. Faculty members may
be appointed to serve a three year term again after a one year period of nonmembership. Students
may serve up to three years at the discretion of the ASCWU Board of Directors Joint Committee on
Committees.

Rationale: In every other place in the CWU Policy Manual, the member configuration of committees should be
made consistent in the whole document, especially as outlined in Section 2-1.6 in which the committee
configuration of the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing is as changed above, fifteen members
of which seven are faculty and eight are students.
In every other place in the CWU Policy Manual, the name changes of committees should be made consistent in
the whole document. Central no longer has "committee on committees." It has been replaced by the ASCWU
Board of Directors.

Complaint Form:
Add a line for E-mail addresses of eyewitnesses.

Rationale: E-mail addresses are as important as phone numbers for reaching witnesses.
Identify those persons (eyewitnesses) who may have personal knowledge of the circumstances which form the
basis for your complaint, listing them by name address, phone number, and relationship with CWU, if any, and
E-mail. Indicate the general nature of their knowledge

Exhibit D
New Program: MS Law & Justice
New Program Background and Rationale:
Two options are being proposed for our students. Option A (45 credits) entails a major research project and
final research paper (Project Study). This option is aimed primarily at those already in law and justice careers
who want to do hands on research, possibly with their own agency data. Option B (60 credits), does not entail a
major research project; however, it does entail 4-10 credits of internship and a final portfolio. This option is
aimed primarily at those not currently in law and justice careers who want to gain valuable learning experience
and prepare for a career.

1.

Program as it is proposed to be. offered. Star(*) new courses. Show total credits required .

Option A (45 credits)
Required Courses
Theory and Practice
*LAJ 511
Research Methods
*LAJ 535
Legal Liability of Criminal Justice Professionals
*LAJ 575
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination
*LAJ 700
TOTAL REQUIRED CREDITS
Elective Course
Two other 500 or above Level LAJ courses
From the Following Courses
*LAJ 515
Personnel Issues In Criminal Justice
Constitutional Issues In Criminal Justice
*LAJ 520
Race, Class, Gender and the Administration of Justice
*LAJ 525
History of Criminal Justice
*LAJ 530
*LAJ 540
Law and Social Control
*LAJ 545
Ethical Issues
Special Topics
*LAJ 670
*LAJ 696
Individual Study
Electives Approved by one's Graduate Committee Chair
Total Electives
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED

Option B (60 credits)
Required Courses
Theory and Practice
*LAJ 511
Research Methods
*LAJ 535
Legal Liability of Criminal Justice Professionals
*LAJ 575
Internship
*LAJ 690
Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination
*LAJ 700
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED
Electives Courses
Four other 500 or above Level LAJ courses
*LAJ 515
Personnel Issues In Criminal Justice
Constitutional Issues In Criminal Justice
*LAJ 520
*LAJ 525
Race, Class, Gender and the Administration of Justice
*LAJ 530
History of Criminal Justice
Law and Social Control
*LAJ 540
*LAJ 545
Ethical Issues
*LAJ 670
Special Topics
*LAJ 696
Individual Study
Electives Approved by one's Graduate Committee Chair
TOTAL ELECTIVES
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED
2.

Credits
5
5
5
5

20
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
1-5
1-6
15
25
45

Credits

5
5
5
4-10

1
20
20
5
5
5
5
5
5
1-5
1-6
20
40
60

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ADDITION INCLUDING ANY PROGRAM THAT MAY BE DELETED AS THE
RESULT OF THIS NEW PROGRAM.

We will not delete any programs because of this new program.
Two of the largest areas of expenditure and growth in Washington State are law and justice and health care.
Our undergraduates are in great demand. The fact that law and justice is becoming increasingly
professionalized means that more and more people in the field must obtain a Masters to advance. Our advisory
board (see appendix A) includes a number of Law and Justice employers. They are very enthusiastic about this
new degree to help further their agencies and personnel. Finally, there is rapid retirement occurring in the law
and justice field by those of the boomer generation . The senior type of positions need advanced degrees, while
entry level are increasingly requiring an undergraduate law and justice degree. To acquire work with many
federal agencies it is becoming necessary to have a Masters degree (e.g., FBI, Secrete Service, DEA, etc.) The

Washington State patrol and many county and city police and correction agencies have economic benefits for
graduate degrees. Finally, the Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission Director supports our
program (see support letter appendix C), and wishes to work with us in providing such a degree.
We are the only Law and Justice Department in Washington state. The closest thing to our department is the
Washington State University Political Science Criminal Justice Program. The Washington State University M.A.
in criminal Justice is only offered in Pullman and Spokane. No other Washington State university offers a
Masters degree in Criminal Justice. Therefore, our program in Ellensburg and at SeaTac will fill an important
need in higher education in the State of Washington. CWU's Department of Law and Justice currently serves
Washington's citizens through a strong undergraduate Law and Justice program that is recognized in
Washington for it's excellent Law and Justice graduates, which serves both the needs of students who desire
the degree and the needs of organizations who need students with the degrees. Because of increased
professional requirements and a lack of opportunities in public institutions, a master program in Law and Justice
at CWU is necessary to continue to meet the citizens' needs.
CWU's Law and Justice Department is one of the largest undergraduate degree granting program at Central
Washington University. Since the 1970's, more than 2000 have graduated. The Institution is committed to
promoting ongoing excellence in the Law and Justice Program.

Our undergraduate majors for the last five years are as follows, by location.
Majors By Center*
Steilacoom Yakima
SeaTac
Ellensburg
Lynnwood
Year
101
114
50
21
182
1995-96
220
90
38
95
19
1996-97
102
40
72
188
29
1997-98
39
73
172
79
13
1998-99
61
50
85
12
1999-00
172
''M ajors are unduphcated headcounts for the academic (Fall through Spnng) year.
I

TOTAL
468
462
431
376
380

Our total undergraduate degrees granted for the last five year are as follows.
Law and Justice Degrees and Majors
Five Year Trend*
· Majors
Degrees
468
1995-96
180
462
1996-97
176
431
183
1997-98
376
148
1998-99
380
170
1999-00
*A degree year runs Summer through Spring of the following year.
3.

IMPACT ON DEPARTMENTAL LOAD, INCLUDING WHAT RESOURCES WILL BE ASSIGNED OR
RELOCATED AND ADDITIONAL FACULTY TO BE HIRED DURING THE FIRST THREE YEARS.

The program will require three new full-time equivalent tenure track faculty. One of these would be turning a
current full-time instructor position into a tenure track position. The others would be hiring two tenure track
professors. The source of funding for these positions would come from new revenues generated by the
program. Plans of whom would be teaching the courses and their reallocated time are presented with the cost
estimates in number 8.
4.

PROJECTED NON FACULTY STAFFING NEEDS TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM.

As the third largest number of majors at CWU, our one current Senior Secretary cannot handle this increased
load of the graduate program. Therefore, two part time office assistants would be needed at SeaTac and at
Ellensburg to help administer the additional administrative work load of a Masters program and to help with the
undergraduate work load of the department. The source of funding for these positions would come from new
revenues generated by the program.

5.

PROJECTED STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR EACH QUARTER OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS AND
SPECIAL ADDITIONAL COSTS (FEES) STUDENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO PAY.

No additional student fees are proposed for this program.
*Projected Student Enrollment
Headcount
FTE
50
50
Fall2002
50
Winter 2003
50
50
50
Spring 2003
50
Summer 2003
50
50
50
Fall2003
50
Winter 2004
50
50
Spring 2004
50
50
Summer 2004
50
60
Fall2004
60
Winter 2005
60
60
60
Spring 2005
60
60
Summer 2005
60
..
*TI:l1s 1s based upon full-t1me study of at least 10 credits hours per quarter.
6.

PROJECTED SPACE NEEDS TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM (OFFICE, CLASSROOMS, LABORATORY).

At SeaTac and Ellensburg, classrooms that seat 30 students are available and would be scheduled evening and
weekends as follows ·
Classrooms Needed
Quarter
3
Fall
3
Winter
3
Spring
3
Summer
Distance education classrooms will be used for some of the evening and weekend classes at Ellensburg and
SeaTac.
One faculty office space would be needed in both Ellensburg and at SeaTac.
7.

RELATED CURRICULUM CHANGES THAT WILL RESULT FROM THIS NEW PROGRAM .

Besides the addition of the graduate level courses included in this document, no other curriculum changes are
currently planned.
8.

DETAILED COSTS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM, BY QUARTER, OVER THE NEXT THREE
YEARS.

See calculations on the following pages.
Proposed Master of Law and Justice
Projected Additional Revenues and Additional Costs
Average State Funding Per New Student FTE Per Year-Current Biennium
Academic Year Full-Time Equivalent Students (2002-2003)
Projected Annual State Funding For the Program
Ellensburg Tuition
Westside Tuition
Total Tuition

$5,946
50
297,300
$113 ,700
113,700
227,400

Total Projected Additional Revenues

.

Projected Additional Costs:
New Faculty
New Faculty
New Faculty
Director's Stipend-Masters Program
Office Assistant Part-time SeaTac
Office Assistant Part-time Ellensburg
Goods and Supplies
Total Projected Additional Costs
Projected Additional Revenues in Excess of Additional Costs
(excess available to the University)

$524,700

$70,000
65,000
65,000
3,000
15,000
15,000
4,000
234,000
$290,700

Calculations exclude summer self support revenues and costs.
The program should be self-sufficient during the summer.
Several elective summer classes could be dropped if enrollment is insufficient.
9.

SOURCE OF ADDITIONAL FISCAL RESOURCES NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM .

The following additional faculty, support staff, and goods would be need to fully implement the program.
Cost Including Benefits
$70,000
New Faculty
65,000
New Faculty
65,000
New Faculty
Director's Stipend-Masters Program
3,000
30,000
Office Assistants
4,000
Goods
'·
The sources of these funds wou ld come from new tUition
and state dollars for new students.
10. UNIQUE TIME ELEMENTS INVOLVED FOR STUDENTS TO COMPLETE THE PROGRAM .
Student cohorts at both sites would likely complete the program in 5-7 quarters taking 10 credits per quarter in
the academic year and 5 credits in summer, although one could complete it in four quarters.
11. DEPARTMENTS AFFECTED BY THE NEW PROGRAM.
None. There are no other departments that will offer courses in the program. Nonetheless, several
departments have provided letters of support.(Appendix B).
12. PROGRAM ASSESSMENT.
Internal evaluation will occur after each quarter for the first three academic years, while an external evaluation
will occur at the end of the year for the first three academic years. Such evaluations will include pedagogical
matters, financial matters, delivery and structural matters.

Exhibit E
CWU Policies: Curriculum Policy and Procedure changes, Section 5-10.
Housekeeping:
a.

Department name change- Throughout the policy manual section 5-10 , the name "Academic Services"
is changed t\) "Registrar Services."

b. HECB terminology change- Throughout the policy manual section 5-10, the term "pre-approved status"
(referring to new programs ·or existing programs to be offered at a new location) is changed to
"permission to develop proposal status.
Policy Change:

Changes the wording for the General Education Committee reporting directly to the Faculty Senate.
5-10.1 Jurisdiction for Curriculum Matters
5-10.1.4 General Education Committee. The General Education Committee reports to the Faculty Senate
and is responsible for reviewing and recommending policies regarding the general education
requirement. Changes to the general education requirements follow the same process as any
curriculum change described in the section on procedures. Final approval requires a favorable
vote of the Faculty Senate.

5-10.1 .7 Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate acts on recommendations made by the ESCC concerning the
following :

1. All curriculum policies, including revisions to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures
Manual and policy recommendations from university committees and offices concerned with
the curriculum (e.g., General Education Cotnmittee, University Professional Education
Council, Graduate Council, Career Development Services, Academic Services Registrar
Services, Deans' and Provost's Offices);

\
...~
~

Adds two new definitions.

~ 5-10.2

~

~ ~-

Definition of Curriculum Terms

5-10.2.V' Enrichment courses are academic courses deslgtl)'ed to provide stu·dents opportUnities to explore,
in a short course (1 quarter hour) fermat. topics of academic substance not' otherwise offered in
the extant curriculum.

~ ~

~ ~~1 0.2.

A Minor is defined as a program consisting generally of less than one-half of
the total credits needed for lt tlftt"ifl"di'rieiofWJ)aior.

J~orporates working catalog and implementation by Registrar Services.

Also separates deadline of

"cataiog" and ''curriculum approval".

5-10.3 General Principles and Procedures

5-10.3.1 Curriculum Approval Effective Date. Effective Fall Quarter, 1996, the electronic catalog became
the university's official compilation for all curriculum. The electronic catalog will become available
at the end of spring quarter of each year. On the date published, the hard copy of the catalog will
reflect the same information as the electronic catalog. Ear course changes and new programs
approved after eatalog publication, entries and effective date will be added to a ''working" online
catalog. New programs become effective when they have been approved by the Higher
Education Coordinating Board. Program and general education requirement changes will become
effective in the fall quarter following publication in the official electron ic catalog . When appropriate,
G .Qourse changes become effective when they have been approved by the FSCC or appear in

th~ faculty Senate minut$s and are jmplementea by the Registrar Services. Program changes

and general education requirement changes will become affective ih tho fall quarter e_t tl=le next
Section 5-1 0.4,1, Implementation.)

~(Referem:e

5-10.3.2

{Awtdf~
~m-K
'Cataie~ Dee8llr1e.~fiill
deadline for inclusion in the catalog will be established by the Provost
or the Provost's designee in consultation with the Academic Affair's Council and the Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee. Specific dates for submission and approval will be established
jointly by the Registrar, the Academic Affairs Council, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee,
and the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. The catalog deadline curriculum approval
deadline will be made public to department chairs via a memo from the FSCC in October of each
year. In order for changes to be incorporated into the official electronic and printed catalogs for
fall, changes must be submitted to the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee no later than tho
first meeting ot.winter quarter. by the published deadline .

Changes procedures to match the current procedure for curriculum approval. Addition of Enrichment
courses/Jog and new implementation.
5-10.4 Procedures for Curriculum Change
5-10.4.2 Initiation of General Education Requirement Changes. Individuals proposing general education
curriculum changes submit a completed Form B: Program Change Transmittal Form with a
description of the proposed change, including an effective date and all appropriate signatures, to
the Provost's Office. The initiator marks the transmittal form as a general education requirement
change and the Provost's Office adds the change to the General Education Committee meeting
agenda. After the General Education Committee act on the proposal, the chair adds a memo
documenting committee action and sends it to the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee chair.
The FSCC lists it in the Curriculum Summary Log. The academic community has two weeks to
respond to the Provost's Office Following the two week hold the FSCC acts on the proposal~. For
approved proposals. the chair adds a memo documenting curriculum committee action, and
sends it to the Faculty Senate chair to be placed on the Faculty Senate agenda for action. The
Faculty Senate chair then submits the Faculty Senate action to the Provost.

5-10.4.4 Review Process. Deans begin the review process by having personnel in ,c\cadamic ·Sorvicas
Registrar Services checks proposals for availability of course number, clarity and accuracy of
course description, title, credits, cross listings, and arithmetic. Preposals are then returneE! to tho
Ge3fh If errors have been identified the proposals are returned to the dean and the dean's office
contacts the departments to make corrections. When appropriate, Registrar Services the Elean
sends the proposal to UPEC and/or to the Dean of Graduate Studies. Upon approval by the
Graduate Council and/or UPEC, the proposal is .raturned to the college dean who uses tho
established internal prece·ss at the college le¥el which may require submissien te the college
curriculum .cemmittoe ~ sent to the Provost's office. The Provost's Office prepares a Curriculum
Summary Log ahd/or an Enrichment Co!:!rse Log for review by the FSCC and distributes cepi-os
electronically to the academic community before action by the FSCC and Faculty Senate. New
program proposals are reviewed by the Board of Trustees. The process must include checks for
(a) consistency of course/program with department goals, (b) academic integrity, (c) clarity of
student learning outcomes and assessment plans, and (d) availability of sufficient funds. (The
specific guidelines are attached to or printed on the reverse side of all transmittal forms.) The
dean or committee rejecting a proposal will return it to the department chair with an explanation.
The eloan's office fenvards approved cl:lrriculut:n t:e the Pro•..est's Office.
5-10.4.5 Notification. Curriculum Summary Logs (see Appendix D) and/or Enrichment Course Logs, which
are compiled in the Provost's Office, will be used to notify the following people of current
proposals: department chairs, east-side and west-side university centers, associate registrar,
associate school/college deans, International Programs, Continuing Education, Academic Affairs
Council, the Provost, the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, and the
General Education Committee.

5-10.4.6 Approval Process. Items appearing on the curriculum summary log andfor the enrichment course
lQg_(except those requiring approval by the Faculty Senate) wil l be approved automatically on the
proposed approval date unless a concern is raised by someone receiving the log. Concerns
should be directed to the Provost's Office or the Chair of the FSCC with a copy to the Provost's
Office. The proposed approval date, assigned in the Provost's Office, is the date of the FSCC
meeting immediately following the day the comm ittee first reviews the log (notification date on the
log). The time between the notification date and the proposed approval date will be at least two
weeks . If concerns are raised , approval may be delayed while the curriculum committee contacts
the originator of the proposal and concerned departments.

5-10.4.7 Implementation. Curriculum changes will be implemented as follows: (a) in cases reEjuiring
Senate approval (except General Ed~:~cation changes), as soon a they appear in the published
min~:~tes of the Senate, ~:~nless approval of the Board of Trustees, tho-l:-ligher Education
Coordinatin€J Beard , or the Commission on Colle€Jes is required, (b) program changes and
§oneraJ education requirement changes will become effective in the fall Efuartor of the next year,
or (c) in all other cases, on the proposed approval date indicated on the Curricul~:~m Summary log
(provided no objections have been made.) by Registrar Services as follows:

5-10.4.7.1 New programs will be Implemented upon approval by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board.

5-10.4.7.2 Changes to existing programs and general education reQuirements will be
implemented In the fall quarter following publication in the official electronic catalog.

5-10.4.7.3 Individual course changes will be implemented upon receipt. Once registration has
begun, course changes involving prefix, number. title, credit. pre-requisites, and/or
grade changes will be activated for the following quarter unless a later period is
specified . (Reference Section 5-10.3.1)
Ch-anges must be implemented no later than the puslisatian date of the puslic-document
appropriate to tf:le action. Examples of such doc~:~ment~ are the official electronic catalo€J, the
quarterly class schedule , and the course change sheet distrisuted at registration . These
publications shall reflect changes at the earliest opportunity. Curriculum policy changes shall not
be applied retroactively.

Addition of Enrichment courses and International Program Special Topics expiration date and new
identifying course number.
5-10.5 Curriculum Rules

5-10.5.1

Course numbering system:
Second and Third Digit
01 to 09
10 to 89
90

91
92 to 95
96
97
98
99
Course# 100
Course #500
Course #700

Description
Introduction to Broad Area
Regular Department Courses
Cooperative Education
Workshop
Professional Laboratory Experiences, Practica, Field Experience
Individual Study. 1-6 credits. May be repeated if subject is different.
Honors. 1-12 credits . Prerequisite, admission to department honors
program.
Enrichment courses using the prefix UNIV. 1 credit,
Special Topics. 1-6 credits. May be repeated if subject if different.
Seminar. 1-5 credits . May be repeated if subject is different.
Courses for which credit will not be counted toward degree
requirements.
Professional Development. 1-5 credits, which will not be counted toward
degree or certificate requirements.
Thesis, Project, and/or Examination. 1-6 credits.

5-1 0.5.9.1
.d.,.

5-10 .5.9.2

Definitions
Enriehment courses (UN IV -97) are academic courses designed to provide students
opportunities to exwlore. in a short course (1 quarter hour} format. topjcs of academic
substance not otherwise offered in the extant curriculum.
Process .

a. Workshops should be submitted on Form E for approval by the appropriate individuals as
identified on Form E {See AppendiX C5) and will follow the normal curriculum process for
course additions .
b. Special topics and seminars should be submitted on Form C for approval by the appropriate
individuals as identified on Form C {See Appendix C3) and will follow the normal curriculum
process for course additions.
c. Enrichment courses are academic courses designed to provide students opportunities to
explore. in a short course (1 quarter hours) format. topics of academic substance not
otherwise offered In the extant curriculum . These courses can not be substituted for
General Education. major or minor re!11ulrements. Individual course requirements. levels
and prerequ isites differ as needed to reflect the academic nature and purpose of courses.
Upper division enrichment courses stipulating one or more prerequisites pursue depth or
narrow concentration in topic. Lower division courses with no prerequisites are pursuing an
Introductory or breadth obJective. S/U grading only. Enrichment courses should be
submitted on Form G for approval by the aopropriate individuals as identified on Form G
and will follow the normal curriculum preCess for course additions . Only eight enrichment
course credits can be <::ounted toward a student's degree requirements.
5-1 0.5.9.3 Time Restriction. Courses offered as (-91 ), (-98), and (-99) are temporary offerings .
These numbers are used to describe courses offered on an "experimental" basis, for
topical issues, and for "niche markets." Upon approval, the course may be offered for
a period of three years . Any subsequent offering must be as a regular course
(numbered 10 to 89), submitted on either F9FFR C er Form D and approved through
the established curriculum .
Upon approval Enrichment (UNIV -97} courses may be offered for a period of one
quarter Proposals must be resubmitted to be offered in subsequent quarters.
Special Topic (-98) and Seminar (-99) courses designated with a fourth digit of "I" are
International Program courses. These courses will not have an expiration date and
may be offered for an unlimited period . These courses should be submitted as a
normal swecial topic (see section 5-10.5 .9,2 (b)) and must include a cover sheet
verifying that learner outcomes have been reviewed by the International Program
department.

5-10.5.15 International Study Courses
5-10.5.15.4 Process. Approval of foreign studies courses .
a.

Each course is preapproved by one or more CWU departments and submitted on Form C
(Seo Appendix ca) as a (-98} special topic course, and follows the normal curriculum
process for course additions.
b. A copy of the department's preapproval is attached to each packet of transmittal forms .
Included in the preapproval is a statement that the International Program department has
reviewed the learner outcomes of the course.
c. Each department's recommendation for the level of the course is placed on the transmittal
forms .
d. The foreign institution's name and course number are replaced by the CWU name and
course number which is attached on the syllabus.
e. The transmittal form is submitted for signatures.

Addition of enrichment form G.

5-10.11 Guidelines for Using Curriculum Transmittal Forms

-Fel.if Six Seven forms are provided in Appendix C1
Manual to transmit curriculum matters:
Form A:
Form B:
Form C:
Form D:.
FormE:
Form F:
Form G:

C4 C5. C6 the back of Sec::tion 5-10 0f the Polley

New Program Transmittal Form.
Program Change or Deletion Curriculum Transmittal Form.
Course Additions & Curriculum Modifications.
Course Change Form (Short Form) and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form.
Workshops & Professional Development Proposal Form.
Course Schedule Form- to be used for previously approved courses scheduled
through Continuing Education.
Enrlehment G0urse

FORM A: NEW PROGRAM Transmittal Form
(Electronic Form available at http:/twww.cwu.edu/-provost/curr manual.btmJ)
NEW PROGRAMS BECOME EFFECTIVE WHEN APPROVED BY THE HEC BOARD.

Department:

-------------------------

School/College:

Submission Date:

Department Chair:

Planned Implementation Date: -----------

Location of Program: ----------------------

------------------------

Does this program affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel?
YES _ _ NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for review by UPEC.)
YES
NO
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements?

B.A.

Degree Type:

M.A.

B.S.
M.A.T.

B.Ed.
M.Ed.

B.F.A.

B.Mus

M.F.A.

M.M.

M.S.

New Major Title:
New Specialization Title:
----------------------------------------------~---------------

New Minor Title:
New Certificate Title:
Total credits for this program.
3_ _ 4_ ____ 5_ __
1_ __ 2
Estimated enrollments for five years (FTE/Headcount).
Maximum number of students admitted:
Mode of Delivery: __ Single campus/traditional classroom _ _ Satellite _ _ Internet/Web _ _ VideoTape
_ _ Interactive Video _ _ Video Conferencing

Approval

Other

Signature

(Check all that apply)

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
College of Education (if applicable)
University Professional Education
Council - UPEC (if applicable)
Graduate Studies (if applicable)

.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost- Registrar- Dean- Department/Program- (Graduate Office)
Approval Dates:

FSCC: -------------BOT: - ------------HECB Approval:

Faculty Senate: ----- --- - - - - Submitted to HECB: - -----------Sent to Catalog:

PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE ATTACHED INSTRUCTION SHEET.

YOU MUST FOLLOW AND COMPLETE THE HECB GUIDELINES FOR NEW
PROPOSALS INCLUDING ALL TABLES. THE FORMAT AND INFORMATION CAN BE
FOUND IN THE CWU POLICIES MANUAL, SECTION 5-10 HECB Contents of Program
Proposal.

In addition to the above, please submit the following:
1) Approvalletters from the chair of the departments affected.

2) Program text for the on-line catalog.
3) List program courses for on-line catalog(* denotes new courses). Form C must be attached for
each new courses.
4) A separate one-paragraph synopsis ofthe program. (This will be submitted to the Faculty Senate).

READ AND SIGN THE BELOW ADA POLICY.
Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ Initial ______Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements
(skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach so that a
determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the
essential elements.

FORM B: PROGRAM Change or Deletion Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

PROGRAM CHANGES BECOME EFFECTIVE IN FALL QUARTER AND MUST HAVE COMPLETE
APPROVAL BY THE CATALOG DEADLINE.
Department: --------------------------------- Submission Date: --------------- -------- - -Department Chair:

Date of Implementation:

Does this change affect programs for the preparation of pre K-12 school personnel? __YES _NO
(If yes, this proposal must be routed through the Dean of Education and Professional Studies for revi~w by UPEC.)
Are courses in the new program also in the General Education Requirements? __ YES

NO

Pro ram Name and Action:
Degree Type: _B.A. _B.S. _B.Ed. _B.Mus. _B.F.A. _M.A. _M.A.T. _M.Ed. _M.F.A. _M.M. _M.S .
Current Program Title: - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Specialization Title (if any):
Minor:
Pro.g ram Deletion: __ (Go to signature)

Course change: __ and/or Title Change: __ (Complete information below)

ADD: New Title, Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

REMOVE: Course Prefix, Number & Title

Credits

What is the new total credit requirement for this program? _____

Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
University Professional Education
Council (UPEC) If applicable
General Education

If applicable

Graduate Studies If applicable

1

Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Office-Registrar-Dean-Department!Program--{Graduate Office)
Faculty Senate:
Approval Dates:
FSCC:
Informational Date:
BOT: - ---------- - - HECB: - - - ---------------------READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE
Forwarded to Catalog: --- - - - - - ---- - - -

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE ATTACHED TO THIS FORM IN THE
FORMAT BELOW
Program changes :
A. One paragraph summary of changes.

B. Text of the program incorporating both old and new versions, following these editing guidelines; (a)
bracket additions; (b) line through deletions; (c) underline change in wording
C. A clean copy of the program as it is proposed to be offered. Star (*) new courses. Each new
courses must have a completed Form C.
D. Justification for the change.
E. Impact on departmental load.
F. Impact on instructional costs.
G. Related curriculum changes that will result from theis proposed change.
H. Attach approval letters from the chair of the departments affected.
I. Unique time elements involved in completing the revised program. (It is presumed a major can be
completed in six quarters of upper division work and a master's degree can be acquired in a minimum
ofthree quarters.)
J. Provisions for allowing currently enrolled students to graduate.
Program Deletions:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Location
Enrollments (FTE and headcount) for past five years.
Rationale for elimination
Provisions for allowing enrolled students to graduate
Disposition of the program's state resources.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW

Please acknowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _InHial__ _ _ __;Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course
or program is designed to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without
ac-commodation. to eJ'form the e.ssential elements.

Revised 6/2001

FORM C: Course Additions, Modifications, Deletions, Special Topics & Seminars
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provostlcurr_manual.html)
IN ORDER FOR COURSE CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO TAKE EFFECT IN THE FOLLOWING QUARTER,
THEY MUST HAVE COMPLETE APPROVAL BEFORE PREREGISTRATION

Department: _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __

Submission Date: -- - --=----- - - - --

The following questions (one through four) ONLY pertain to course modifications or deletions.

IF THE ANSWER TO ALL OF THE QUESTIONS ONE THROUGH FOUR IS NO - Use FORM D.
1) Does this change affect the content of courses or programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel? __ YES (If yes,
UPEC approval required) __ NO

2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?

__ YES (If yes, Gen Ed approval required)

3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program?

__YES

NO

4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites?

__YES

NO

NO

Type of Course ADDITION:_ Regular Curriculum _Special Topic - . Seminar (Special Topics and Seminars will
expire after three years and must be converted to a regular course offering using Form D or the course will automatically be
deleted)

Type of Course CHANGE: __ Deletion _ · _Prefix __ Number __ Credits __ Title __ Description __ Grading
Does this change affect any programs in your or any other department?
department and attach signed approval). List affected departments:

NO _

YES (if yes, notifY affected

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Credits :____
Course N umber:__________
Departruent Prefix: _ _ _ __
T itle :__________________________________________________________________________

Proposed course addition, change(s), special topic or seminar:
Department Prefix: _____ Course Number: ____

Credits: _ _ __ 1st qtr. to be offered: _ _______

Ti t l e : - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- --

Elective course

Required course

D escl'iption (25 words or fewer, not including prerequisites and other qualifications):

List Prerequisites/Corequisites for course:
List Cross-listed courses:
Th is course is required for which courses:

Abbrevia~d

Title (18

charachr~:

Contact hrs by type: __ Lecture
(Refer to Peoplesoft Codes)
Grade Option (Check only one):

_____________________________________________________
Lab

Lecture/Lab

Seminar

Practicum

Other: ________

__ Letter Grade __ S/U

Course Repeated for credit: __ YES (to a maximum of __ credits)

NO

Estimated Enrollment: Year 1: __ Year 2: __ Year 3: __
Mode of Delivery: (Check all that apply) _traditional classroom
Satellite _
Internet/web
__ Video tape __ Interactive Video _Video Conferencing _____ _ _ _ _Other
PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE.

Please acl{nowledge you have read and agreed to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _ _.I nitiai _ _ _ _ __ _ .D ate

ADA Policy: As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed
to teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Signatures: This form needs to be submitted to the next applicable signature level within 10 working days.
Approval

Signature

Date

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services (not for Special Topics)
College of Education Dean
University Prof. Education Council-OPEC
International Studies, Director
General Education Committee
Graduate Studies
Make fou r (or five) cop1es for d1stnbutwn: Provost Office Registrar Dean's Office Department/Program (Graduate Office)
FSCC _ _ _ _ _ __
Approval Dates:
Fac Senate (Gen Ed Only): - - - - - - Special Topic or Seminar approved through - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Quarter, 20 _ _ __. No extensions will be given.

Please provide the following:
Course Addition:
I.

Justification for the addition and the course level.

2.

A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will be returned to the originator
if the learning outcomes and assessment plan are not included). See sample below.

3.

Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be hired during
the first three years.

4.

Non-faculty staffing needs.

5.

Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay. Student
fees are approved by the Board of Trustees in December for the following acade mic year.

6.

Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.

7.

Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory, equipment,
facilities, etc., and the sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.

8.

Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

Descriptions:
I.

2.

Prequi sites - State in terms of specific courses, minimum number of credits, skills or permission. Prerequisites are appropriate if:
a) Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
b) The course is one of a sequence.
c) A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language of the discipline is necessary.
Course Description - Describe content, not methodology, in twenty-five (25) words or less plus prerequisites, restrictions and other
qu alifications. Not necessary if course title is self-explanatory. Examples of qualifications and restrictions:
a) Not to be counted in major.
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b)
c)
d)
e)

May be repeated for credit (when subject matter differs [to a max imum of __ credit(s)]).
Grade will be S/U.
Cross-listed courses: i.e. same as ANTH 480. Student shall not receive credit for both.
Prefi x or Number Change: i.e. formerly ANTH 480.

Deletions or Changes - Background and Rationale
I.

.l usti tkation for the change or deletion .

2.

Department(s) affected by the change or deletion. Attach signed approval letter from the chairs of departments affected.

3.

Changes Only:
Attach course change text for the on-line catalog.
If the original course approval form or any subsequent course change forms do not contain student learner outcomes and
assessment procedures, they must be attached to this form .

4.

Deletions Only: a) Number of students ordinarily enrolled in the course; b) Impact on department load; c) Related
curriculum changes that will result from this proposed deletion.

)t

Learner (Behavioral) Outcomes
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A behavioral outcome is a statement of what, in measurable terms, the learner must do to master a competency. An objective must
include a description of the behavior that assessment will measure. Action verbs are easiest to measure and they identifY the behavior
which a student will be required to "demonstrate mastery of'. They should be precise, observable, and measurable.

Examples of words that can be measured are: cite; define; identify; label; list; name; recite; reproduce; state; convert; describe;
explain; give examples of; interpret; analyze; paraphrase; summarize; tell in one' s own words ; apply; compute; construct;
demonstrate; hear; listen; observe; smell; taste; view; achieve a posture; assume a body stance; accept; acknowledge; be alert; show
ale1tness; be aware; show awareness; perceive; tolerate; accept responsibility; assist; be interested; show interest; communicate;
comply conform; participate; volunteer; etc.

Learning Outcomes

Assessment Strategies

Develop a hotel organization chart

Student will read material & complete assignments and test.

Demonstrate knowledge of conceptual approaches to
metalsmithing

Guided discussion during & subsequent to slide presentations,
assigned research & presentation

The student will be fluent in the language of laser technology

Term Paper

Explain the important elements of training office employees

Write final CWU exam & standardized test of AHMA.

Remember an outcome is what you want the learner to know and be able to do by the end of the course
(teaching/learning). Assessment (or learning opportunities) is what is used to measure mastery of the
outcome. Outcomes and assessment must relate!

Appendix C (4)

Form D: Course Modification Form (Short Form)
and Special Topic/Seminar Conversion Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

IN ORDER FOR COURSE CHANGES TO TAKE EFFECT IN THE FOLLOWING QUARTER, THEY MUST
HAVE COMPLETE APPROVAL BEFORE PREREGISTRATION
Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Submission Date:

------------------

IF THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THE QUESTIONS ONE THROUGH FOUR IS YES - Use FORM C.
I) Does this change affect the content of courses or programs for the preparation of pre K-12 personnel? __ YES (If yes,
UPEC approval required) _ _ NO
2) Does this change affect General Education requirements?
_ _ YES (If yes, Gen Ed approval required)
NO
3) Does this change affect the total credits for any program?
YES
NO
4) Does this change affect prerequisites or corequisites?
YES
NO
Type of Course Change: __Deletion __Prefix __Number _ _ Credits __Title ___

Description __ Grading Option

Does this change affect any programs in your or any other department?_ YES (if yes, attach approval letters from the chair of
the departments affected.) _NO List affected Departments:

Course as it currently appears in the on-line catalog:
Department Prefix: _____ Course Number: ___ _ Credits: _ __ Title:------------------ - - -- - - -- - - -

Proposed course change(s) for on-line catalog:
Department Prefix:
Course Number:
Credits:
Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- 1st qtr. to be offered: :
Required course ___ Elective course
New Description (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

COURSE CONVERSION: Special Topic/Seminar Number
Expiration Date:

Title: --------------------------Please attach original Course approval form.

New Course Number
Required Course:
Elective Course: ____
lf this course has changed significantly over the past three years, please resubmit as a new course request. (Form C)
Descrip tion (25 words or fewer, plus prerequisites and other qualifications):

APPROVAL

SIGNATURE

DATE

Department Chair
School/College Dean
Registrar Services
Graduate Studies (if
applicable)
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Approval Date
PLEASE READ AND COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE AS APPLICABLE
Revised 4/00

I•

If the original course approval form or any subsequent course change forms did not include all of the
following information, please provide the missing information with this form.

If this request is a special topic/seminar conversion, please attach the original approval form and make
sure it also has the following information.

I.

Justification for the addition and the course level.

2.

A detailed course outline which includes student learning outcomes and assessment plan. (This form will be returned to
the originator if the learning outcomes and assessment plan are not included).

3.

Impact on department load, including what faculty resources will be reassigned or reallocated and additional faculty to be
hired during the first three years.

4.

Non-faculty staffing needs,

5.

Whether the new course increases graduation requirements and special additional costs (fees) students will be required to pay.
(Student fees MUST be approved by the Board of Trustees before being charged to the students.
Requests for student fees are submitted in December for the following academic year.)

6.

Related curriculum changes that will result from this proposed addition.

7.

Detailed costs for implementing the new course, by quarter, over the next three years. Include faculty, staff, laboratory,
equipment, facilities, etc., and the sources for additional fiscal resources needed to implement the course.

8.

Department(s) affected by the addition. Attach approval letter from the chairs of the departments affected.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN THE BELOW ADA POLICY
Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. _ _Initial - - - - - - 'Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identifY the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed. to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.
Make four (or five) copies for distribution:
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Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate Office)

Appendix C (5)

Form E: Workshops & Professional Development Transmittal Form
(Electronic form available at http://www.cwu.edu/-provost/curr_manual.html)

91

( ) Workshop

( ) Professional Development 500

(Check one of the above and indicate level)
ORIGINATED OR SUBMlTfED BY
DATE~T~TED

DEPARTMENT
I.

______________

Course Prefix & Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - -

Credits _ _ __

List abbreviated title for transcript. Limited to eighteen spaces, including punctuation.

2.
3.

Course Description (brief 25 words or less):
Has this course been offered before as a Workshop or Professional Development course?

Yes

No

(If Yes, specify when) - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

If this course duplicates or approximates some other course now offered, specify any interdepartmental agreement.

5.

Provide rationale for this course including short term nature, anticipated change to regular course, and projected clientele. Be specific.

6.

Describe arrangements which have been made to staff the course for the initial offering.
R~k

Instructor--- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

________________________

Dates and Times - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - 7.

Evaluation: Letter Grade ______

Anticipated Enrollment - - - - - - -

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U) - - -- --

Give justification for S/U grading request.

8.

Mode of Delivery: __Single campus/traditional classroom _Satellite _Internet/web __Video tape
__ Interactive Video __ Video Conferencing

APPROVAL

Other

(Check all that apply)

SIGNATURE

Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies Dean (if applicable)
Director of International Programs (if
applicable)
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Approved (for Workshop Courses (-91) only)
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Notified (for Professional Development Courses (500) only)

The workshop course authorized through - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - quarter, 20___.

Revised 4/00

DATE

COURSE GUIDE
Please provide the following information. (Use additional sheets ifnecessmy)

TOPICAL OUTLINE OF CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVE(S) (in terms of student learner outcomes):

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

(if student learner outcomes and assessment procedures are not included, this form will be

returned to the originator for completion):

SPECIAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

DESCRIBE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND/OR EQUIPMENT NEEDS:

PLEASE READ ADA POLICY AND SIGN BELOW
Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy. __· _Initial _ _ _ _ _ _Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative
Policy, departments must identify the essential elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to
teach so that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to perform the essential elements.

Make four (or five) copies for distribution:
Office)

Revised 4/00

Provost Office

Registrar

Dean's Office

Department/Program

(Graduate

FORM G: Enrichment Course Transmittal Form
Please attach background and rationale and complete front of form.
(See CWU Policies Manual, Section 5-l 0, available on-line)

Submission Date:

QuarterlYear to be taught: _ _ _ __

Has this course been taught before: _ _ No

_ _ Yes lfyes, WHEN

Originator:

Department: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please check one: UNIV 297 _ _ _

--------

UNIV 497

UNIV597 _ _

Course title:------- - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - Abbreviated title: (17 characters) - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - Course Description (25 word maximum):

Schedule: See section 5-10.5.7 of the CWU Policies Manual for the description of credit allocation for
courses to determine contact hours appropriate to course type.
Actual Meeting Days and Dates: - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Meeting time(s) : - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- Contact Hours by type: _ _ Lecture _ _ Lab _ _ Lecture/Lab (refer to Section 5-10.5.7 of the
CWU Policies Manual)
Special Classroom needs: - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Mode of Delivery: (Check all that apply) __. Traditional classroom __Satellite _ _Internet/Web
_ _ Videotape _ _Video Conferencing
Maximum Enrollment: _ __

Approval

Signature

Originator
Department Chair
School/College Dean
Graduate Studies

Cif applicable)

FS Curriculum Committee

Make four (or five) copies for distribution: Provost Office; Registrar; Dean's Office;
Department/Program; (Graduate Office)

I

Date

Justification for this course must be attached to this form in the format below:

1. Justification for course level.

2. A detailed course outline which include student leamer outcomes and assessment
plan. (This form will be returned to the originator if the student learner outcomes
and assessment plan are not included.)
3. Non-faculty costs associated with the course: laboratory, equipment, facilities, fees,
etc. (Student fees MUST be approved by the Board of Trustees before being
charged to the students. Requests for student fees are submitted in December for the
following academic year.)

Please acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by the following ADA Policy.
_ _ __ _ Initial _ _ __ _ Date

ADA Policy (for informational purpose only):
As curriculum change proposals are developed and in compliance with Americans With
Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodative Policy, departments must identify the essential
elements (skills, knowledge, or abilities) which the course or program is designed to teach so
that a determination can be made of a student's ability (with or without accommodation) to
perform the essential elements.

ACADEMIC APPEALS
Academic grievances are defined as the following:
1. A claim by the student that an assigned grade is the result of arbitrary or capricious application of otherwise
valid standards of academic evaluation; or
2. A claim by the student that the standards for evaluation are arbitrary or capricious; or
3. A claim by the student that the instructor has taken an arbitrary or capricious action which adversely affects
the student's academic progress; or
4. A claim by the student that a university department, program, or office has made a decision not in keeping
with university policy or taken an arbitrary, capricious, or discriminatory action which adversely affect the
student's academic progress .
A student wishing to pursue an academic grievance must take the following steps to try to resolve the grievance
prior to the filing of an official academic appeal:
1. The student shall first attempt to resolve the matter with the instructor.
2.

If resolution is not achieved between the student and instructor, the student shall ask the department chair
to resolve the grievance.

3. If resolution is not achieved at the department chair level, the chair shall forward a written summary to the
dean of the college in a further effort to achieve resolution .
4. If resolution is not achieved at the Dean's level the student may petition for a hearing before the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing. (An appointment should be made to meet with the Associate or
Assistant V.P . for Student Affairs to obtain the necessary forms and information relative to filing the
position.)
RULES GOVERNING THE BOARD OF ACADEMIC APPEALS
AND ACADEMIC STANDING
FOR CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
I.

Policy
Student~ are responsible for achieving and maintaining the standards of academic performance and
excellence which are established by their instructors and for complying with all relevant policies, standards,
rules, and requirements which are formulated by the university and the university's academic units. At the
same time, students have protection, through orderly procedures, against arbitrary or capricious actions or
decisions by academic offices. No individual shall be penalized or retaliated against in any way by the
university community for his or her participation in this complaint procedure .

II . Purpose of the Board of Academic Appeals (and Academic Standing)
The purpose of the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing is to provide for fair and impartial
hearings of academic grievances . The board serves as the final hearing body for the university in the matter
of academic grievances .
Ill. Academic Grievance
A.

Academic grievances are defined as the following :
1. A claim by the student that an assigned grade is the result of arbitrary and capricious application of
otherwise valid standards of academic evaluation; or

2. A claim by the student that the standards for evaluation are arbitrary or capricious; or
3. A claim by the student that the instructor has taken an arbitrary or capricious action which adversely
affects the student's academic progress; or
4. A claim by the student that a university department, program, or office has made a decision not in
keeping with university policy or taken an arbitrary, capricious, or discriminatory action which
adversely affects the student's academic progress .
B. A student wishing to pursue an academic grievance must use the procedure outlined in this document
once having received notice of an action or decision which gives rise to a grievance . The emphasis of
the procedure is on informal resolution of the grievance. Grievances which call for a hearing before the
Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing should be rare.
IV. Time Limit on Filing Complaint
A.

The students must ask for a hearing of the grievance before the Board of Academic Appeals and
Academic Standing within one academic quarter after determination of the grade of the course in
question , or within one quarter after completion of the incomplete work, or in cases involving
administrative actions after the fact, such as removal of incompletes, etc., one academic quarter after
the administrative deadline for completion of such actions (in the case of spring quarter, by the end of
the following fall quarter). The board may suspend this rule in exceptional circumstances, such as , but
not limited to, extended illness, sabbatical leave, etc., of one or both parties to the grievance .

B. When either party to the grievance is no longer in residence at the university and does not expect to
return , the board will provide reasonable opportunity to complete appeal procedures or reply to the
charges before making a decision.
V.

Procedures Preliminary to Petitioning the Board of Academic Appeals {and Academic Stand ing) for a
Hearing
A. A student with a grievance shall first attempt to resolve the matter with the instructor. The instructor and
the student shall make a good faith effort to resolve the grievance. Should the instructor be on extended
leave or no longer employed by the university, the department chair (or superior administrator in cases
not involving academic departments) shall act for the instructor. The board may suspend this rule in the
case of exceptional circumstance, e.g ., extended illness, sabbatical leaves, etc., of one or both parties
to the grievance.
B. If resolution is not achieved between the student and instructor, the student may ask the department
chair to resolve the grievance. The department chair shall meet with both parties to clarify the grievance
and attempt to resolve it. If the grievance is not resolved to the satisfaction or both parties, the chair or
administrative superior shall forward a written summary of his or her efforts in the matter to the dean of
the college.
C. If a resolution is not achieved at the department chair level, the student may present the grievance to
the dean of the college.
Within ten (1 0) working days of contact by the student, the dean shall hear the grievance and attempt to
effect a mutually agreeable solution . If such a solution cannot be reached, the dean shall weigh the
facts and any evidence or testimony the dean may request or solicit and make a recommendation in
writing to the student and instructor within five (5) working days of having concluded the hearing. Both
instructor and student must, in writing, immediately notify the dean of the college of their acceptance or
nonacceptance of the recommendation.
If the dean's recommendation is not acceptable to both the student and the instructor, the student may
petition for a hearing of the grievance before the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic_Standing.
The petition must be filed with the Vice President for Student Affairs within ten (1 0} working days of
receipt of the recommendation of the dean.
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VI. Procedures for Petitioning the Board of Academic Appeals (and Academic Standing) for a Hearing
A. A grievance before the board is heard as if the matter has not been heard previously.
B. A student may withdraw the petition for a hearing at any time by notifying the board in writing.
C. The parties to the grievance will be provided with a statement of the rules of the board by the Vice
President for Student Affairs.
D. The Vice President for Student Affairs will provide the student with appropriate forms for filing a
complaint, assign an advisor to the student, and accept the completed forms from the student after the
student has consulted with the advisor.
E. Within five (5) working days of the filing of the complaint by the student, the board chair will provide the
instructor with a copy of forms and materials prepared by the students and the name of an advisor.
F.

The person against whom the complaint ahs been lodged must acknowledge, in writing, receipt of the
complaint and within ten (10) working days , file with the board chair a reply to the complaint.

G. Other interested persons may, upon request of one of the parties to the grievance or upon the request
of the hearing panel, submit in writing any observations or relevant information.
H. When steps C-F above have been completed, the board chair shall arrange for a hearing panel, place
the case on the board calendar, and notify the parties involved of the time and place for the hearing .
I.

If, without prior notice, either party to the grievance does not appear at the schedule hearing and does
not present evidence that uncontrollable circumstances have prevented an appearance, it will be
assumed that the party has nothing to add to the evidence already made available to the board .

VII. Board Proceedings
A. The hearing is closed to all but the members of the hearing panel and the participants and their advisors
in the hearing.
B. A record of the hearing proceedings will be maintained . The records shall include:
1. all documents, motions, and intermediate rulings;
2. evidence received or considered;
3.

a statement of matters officially noticed;

4.

questions and offers of proof, objections, and rulings thereon;

5.

proposed findings and exceptions; and

6.

any decisions, opinion, or report by the board chair.
The record will be retained for a period of three years, and the material will be regarded as
confidential. Oral proceedings will be recorded on audio-tape. Copies of the record or any part
thereof will be made available to the parties to the grievance. The cost will be borne by the party
making request.

C. The board may:
1. administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and receive evidence;
2. take or cause depositions to be taken;
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3.

regulate the course of the hearing ;

4. hold conferences for the settlement or simplification of the issues with the consent of the parties;
5. dispose of procedural requests or similar matters;
6. make decisions or proposals for decisions; and
7. take any other action authorized by this policy.
D. The board may require witnesses to appear upon request of any party to the grievance or upon its own
motion.
E. All testimony will be sworn .
F.

Both parties to the grievance will have access to the written statement of the other prior the hearing or
prior to any questioning by members of the board at the time of the hearing.

G. Both parties to the grievance have the right to question the other party as well as any witness involved
in the hearing. The board chair will rule on such matters.
H. Both parties to the grievance have the right to advice from a third party of his or her choosing during the
hearing of the grievance.
I.

Members of the hearing panel may question both parties and witnesses. Questions must be germane
to the issues of the grievance. The board chair will ruse on such matters.

VIII. Decision of the Board
A.

Decisions of the board are based on a majority vote of the hearing panel appointed for the hearing, and
shall be based exclusively on the evidence and on matters officially noted.

B. The decision and reasons for the decision will be reported in writing to both parties involved in the
matter, to the officials who reviewed the appeal, and to appropriate authorities mentioned in the
disposition of the decision . Minority opinions may be included in the report.
C. Parties to the grievance will be notified of the decision of the board no later than one week after
conclusion of the hearing.
IX. Power of the Board of Academic (Appeal s and Acad emic Standing)
A. The board may reject the grievance after due consideration .
B. In cases involving grade changes or change in class status, the board may order a grade changed or a
change in class status.
C. In cases or aspects of cases determined by the board to involve procedural problems, the board may
make recommendations for adjustments to any of the parties to the grievance and/or to the appropriate
authority .
D. In cases involving conduct, the board may take one or more of the following actions depending on the
seriousness of the case as determined by the board:
1.

The board may issue a restraining order to prevent continued or subsequent actions with respect to
the specific situation in question.
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2.

The board may reprimand one or more of the parties to the grievance and/or lodge the reprimand
with the appropriate authority.

3. The board my submit to the authority governing the activities involved in the grievance a
recommendation or request for disciplinary action for any party to the grievance in accordance with
provisions of the faculty code and/or code of student rights and responsibilities .
X. Procedures for Implementing Grade Changes and Withholding Suspension
A.

In cases the board decided a grade should be changed, the board chair will send to the registrar a copy
of the decision authorizing and directing that the grade on the student's official record be changed . The
student, the instructor, and the board chair will be notified by the registrar when the change has been
accomplished.

B. If the grade in question has resulted in the suspension of the student the board chair will notify the
Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing to withhold suspension pending outcome of the
hearing. If the board finds in favor of the student such that suspension is no longer a consideration, the
board chair will notify the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing in writing of the decision,
and the suspension will be withdrawn . If the board finds against the student, the board chair will notify
the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic_Standing accordingly in writing, and the student will be
withdrawn from the university or be subject to such action as the committee deems appropriate, and the
student's fee will be returned according to university fee return policy.
XI. Membership of the Board of Academic Appeals (and Academic Standing)

A. The board shall be made up of fifteen members, seven of whom shall be faculty and eight of whom shall
be students .
B. Faculty members of the board will be chosen by the Faculty Senate from among faculty who are not
members of the university administration. The definition of "faculty member" will be that which is used in
the faculty code.
C. Student members of the board will be chosen from students who are not members of the Associated
Students of Central Washington University (ASCWU) Board of Directors. The definition of "student" will
be that used in determining membership in the associated Students of CWU as indicated by the
constitution.
D. The term of office for faculty members will be three years with staggered terms. Faculty members may
be appointed to serve a three year term again after a one year period of nonmembership. Students
may serve up to three years at the discretion of the ASCWU Board of Directors.
E. The board chair shall be elected by members . The chair shall preside at all meetings and hearings
before the board and be responsible for all business of the board .
F.

Hearings before the board and judgements by the board will be conducted and rendered by the hearing
panel made up of the board chair plus four members of the board to be selected two each by the parties
to the grievance. Should the chair so request, the board shall elect a pro tern chair from among the
board members to act as a hearing panel chair. In the event that one or both parties to the grievance
desires not to select members of the panel or fails to select members of the panel, the board chair will
select members from the board as necessary.

XII. Admin istrative Affairs of the Board of Academic Appeals(and Academic Standing)
The Vice President for Student Affairs or the Vice President's designee will be responsible for the
administrative affairs of the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing. The records of the board
will be housed in the office of the Vice President. All requests for a formal hearing of academic grievances
will be filed with the Vice President for Student Affairs or designee, and it will be the Vice President's
responsibility to advise students on the functioning of the board; to verify and insure that required
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procedures preliminary to, during, incidental to, and following formal hearings are adhered to; and to call the
board into session promptly until a board chair is elected. After a complaint has been filed and verified, to
notify promptly, in writing, at the request of the board chair, all parties to the complaint; to call for evidence
promptly, in writing , as requested by the parties and to insure safekeeping of said evidence; to keep and
maintain the records of board correspondence, transactions, hearings, decisions, etc., and toe implement
the decisions and directives for the board.
XIII. Advisors for the Parties
A.

The Vice President for Student Affairs or the Vice President's designee will appoint upon request
advisors to both parties to assist them in filing and responding to a complaint.

B. The responsibilities of the advisors are exclusively as follows:
1. To insure that all informal prerequisites as specified in Section V of Rules Governing the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing_have been completed by the complaint;
2. To assist the individual in properly completing or replying to the complaint form ;
3. To make recommendations concerning presentation of necessary information to the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing (i.e., complaint form, letters of correspondence between
parties, documents, witnesses, etc.).
XIV. Enabling and Amending
Operation of the Board of Academic Appeals and Academic Standing will commence upon final approval of
the Board of Trustees of Central Washington University. The structure and procedures of the Board of
Academic Appeals and Academic Standing may be amended by the Faculty Senate at any time with the
approval of the Board of Trustees .
Revised 6/82; Faculty Senate approval 6/2/82 ; Board of Trustees approval 6/18/82
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Report on the Activities of the Academic Affairs Committee for 2000-2001

Members :
Phil Diaz, College of the Sciences
Susan Donahoe, Chair, College of Education and Professional Studies
Barney Erickson, ex-officio, Representative of the Academic Affairs Council
Steve Erickson, Student Representative
Ed Gellenbeck, College of the Sciences
Robert Holtfreter, College of Business and Economics
Robert Lupton, College of Education and Professional Studies
Caroline Onstot, Documentarian
Lynn Richardson. Executive Co111mittcc Represcm~1tivc ol~ the Ltculty Sen~lk
Jessica Sutton, SLuclent Representati\·e
Steve Schmitz, Representative of the Provost
Jeff Snedeker, College of Arts and Humaniries
Phil Tolin, ex-officio, Representative Academic Department Chairs
Organization (ADCO)
After reviewing the minutes of our meetings, the committee offers this summary of
activities for the 2000-2001 school year. If more details are desired, we will gladly
provide more information.
Evaluation of Committee members' participation. The committee has a permanent
meeting time of Thursdays from3:00- 5:00PM. We met with a quorum at least
23 times this year and had many e-mail responses/revisions in addition to weekly
two hour meetings. The Academic Affairs Committee responded to all to issues
brought to the committee by the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate or by
the Academic Affairs Council with the exception of one item. Committee
appointment procedures was brought to our attention, but we felt that the Code
Committee should first address the issue. The procedure for appointing committee
members is in the Faculty Code 7-20.B.2. We did spend time discussing the use of
technology by faculty in buildings where faculty are not assigned. We trust that
that issue will be addressed by the Media and Technology Equipment Committee.
We have greatly appreciated the contributions of the members on our committee.
Many members researched topics and brought the results for clarification of our
issues and for information. Ad Hoc members who have been on the committee

previously in another role made essential contributions, providing insight into
decisions, their ramifications, and giving the historical context to help the
committee understand the broad perspectives of the issues under consideration.
The students were great participants and took time to ask other students to provide
the students' perspectives.
In addition, the committee appreciates that it is charged to be proactive as well as
reactive. Issues brought to the committee resulted in reports of information to the
Faculty Senate. All meetings of the Faculty Senate were attended by the Chair of
this committee, Susan Donahoe, and often by many of its members as well. Some
of the reports became motions to be acted upon by the Faculty Senate . The full
minutes may be found on the C\VU \\·eb site,
(htt p: //www. c wu .e du/~fse n ~l !()00 503 .htm) but more detailed information may be
obtained by the minutes of this co mmi ttee or from its Chair. Susan Donahoe.
A summary of these repons are in Lhe Faculty S cn~llc minute::; provided on Lbc
Faculty Senate website for the minutes of the following meetings:
11101/00 Announcement of regularly scheduled meeting times and Senators
invited to open meetings,
1/10/01 Introduce motion of Documentation and motion on Policy 2-2.43,
01/31/01 Motion No. 01-10. Passed. Documentation of date of change and
Board of Trustee motion number, and Motion No. 01-11. Passed. Policy
2-2.43 Use and Management of Media Equipment,
02/21/01 Report on the progress of the Associate of Science Transfer Degree,
04/04/01 Report on Media and Technology Equipment Committee,
04/18/01 Motion No. 01-26, Passed. Addition of a Media Equipment and
Technology Use Committee to Section 2-1.24 of the CWU Policy Manual,
05/30/01 Motion No. 01-42. (To be voted on today) Proposed Revisions to the
Academic Appeals Policy.
Collaborative efforts were made with other groups such as the General Education
Committee and the Academic Affairs Council. The Committee Chairs of the
General Education Committee and this committee attended one another's meetings
for discussion of issues in common. Committee meetings also included many
guests ranging from the President to groups of students some of whom attended
our meetings more than once. Specifically, some of these guests were:
Margaret Badgley, Assistant to the Provost for University Centers and
Community College Relations
Scott Carlton, Director Academic Advising Services

.,

William Craig, Academic Computing
Loren Cutsinger, Chair of the General Education Committee, Assistant
Professor of Anthropology
David Hedrick, Executive Director, International Studies & Programs
Lad Holden, Faculty Senate Chair Elect, Assistant Professor of Industrial
and Engineering Technologies
David Kaufman, Assistant to Provost for Learning Technologies and
Director of Academic Computing
Jerilyn S. Mcintyre, President of Central Washington University
Sandra Oftedahl, Systems Manager/PSSA Lead
Mike Reilly, Director of Admissions
Carolyn 'vVells, Registrar and Vice-President of Enrollment Mcmagement
Tim Yoxtheimer, Chair Industrial and Engineering Technologies
And others.
Additional guests were invited buL due.: to difficulty i11 S(hcduling either met \\-ilh
the chair of this committee and/or corresponded by e-mail nne! telephone . Nadine
Romero was invited but did not attend.
We welcome people who may want to observe the meeting and may invite their
participation although the visitor will not have a vote. vVe also welcome new
faculty to join us to learn about our committee and its responsibilities.
Communication with Faculty Senate about committee deliberations was
accomplished regularly and minutes were taken with accuracy by Caroline Onstot.
As specified in the Bylaws of the Faculty Senate, the committee chair reported on a
regular basis to the Faculty Senate whether it was for information only or with a
motion. Also, e-mail agendas were out before meetings.

Kecogn1ze tne outgomg members ot tne :::.enate.
Llnaa t:ieam

Donaici Gocheoa
i...ueua IVlO!iSOn

rvrarK Poiishook
Connie Rooerts
Scott Roberts
P.;ndrew Spencer

tlefore becoming a senator, 1 was on severai occasions exposed to comments disparaging
the contributions of the Faculty .Senate to the operation of the university. While
recogmzing that some of the cynicism embedded in those comments has causes that are
justifiably irritating, 1 do not believe for a second - especially now after having been
given the oportunity to serve as a chair eiect and chair - that the work of the senate,
particularly in the contributions of its committees, can be taken lightly. wni1e we do not
have appointing or budgetary authority, the work that we do - particularly in maintaining
and developing academic programming - is vitai to maintaining the very life of the
university.
I have seen time and again the output of senate and university committees have a
substantive effect on the way things run. Individuals doing good and conscientious work
have an impact on the whole organization. This influence can be immediate and
substantive. More often, however, contributions from faculty are incremental in nature,
but they are cumulative. (I would add here parenthetically that this has a frightening side
to it in that we prosper and we fail by our own hand.)
Don't forget the staff They are natur~ allies o the Hlculty in more ways than they are
not. l have sat in open forums wheref:..hen staff were given the oportunity to voice any
thoughts they had over the operation of the university) many expressed concern over
recruiting, enrollment, and financial support for academic programs. Their perspectives
are ditierent from front line instructors, but they oftentimes see things that we do not.
Know that many of the stall' are supporting us and watching our backs - keeping us out
of various forms of trouble unbeknownst us.
I would like to thank Dr. Mcintyre- who by the way is a member of the faculty and the
senate - for the care she has brought to her duties as president. I continue to harbor
optimism ~ now more justified than irrational - for our future prospects under her
leadership.
Thank you for giving me the oportunity to serve. I've learned much and am committed
to applying what I know to 1) cleaning up any messes I might have made or following up
on business I didn't get to during my term in oflice and 2) contributing a positive
difference here at Central.
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